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"A

mong major segments of
American society, only two can be
said, without qualification, to be the
best in the world: our military
establishment and our higher
education system; not any longer our ....-...-...steel industry, our automobile
industry, our electronics industry, our
health care system, our child care
system, our primary and secondary
schools, our system of criminal
justice, nor our network of physical
infrastructure. Take note of the
following:
We offer higher education to a greater
proportion of our youth than in any
other nation.

student starting college today
must be filled with great
optimism. They're becoming
part of, as Kerr says, the best
system of higher education in the world. Their
college education will propel them into an
economy in which the only barriers are their
initiative and imagination.

Those within the academic community
We provide the greatest range of
choices of colleges and universities.
Our community colleges stand open to
elsewhere unheard of numbers of
citizens.

understand the tremendous tool they wield. The
"output" of their work is us; it's the qualities of
thought and ideas we carry with us for decades
after we graduate into the world. Maybe that is

Our state colleges and universities
serve the labor market in its totality
more responsively than anywhere else.
Our research universities are
preeminent in the world, and one-half
of all new research output is American
in origin.

why faculty treat their profession with such
respect, and why real change comes about so
slowly and with such deliberation.

This issue of Northern Iowa Today describes

Quality is also important. New
knowledge and higher skills have been
two great driving forces behind rising
productivity-responsible for 40 and
20 percent respectively-in the United
States historically .. . "

some of the deliberations among UNI faculty as

-Clark Kerr, president emeritus
of the University of California,
from a 1993 address

began as an interesting intellectual exercise. It's

part of a massive , campus-wide series of studies
under an umbrella called the "Qualities of an
Educated Person. " Discussing those qualities

become much , much more.
-D.H .
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The
Qualities
of an
Educated
Person
r,

Preparing students for
a life of change
"What qualities do we want
from our students by the
tin1e they graduate?"
That question from a UNI
professor sounds simple
enough. After all, every
successful venture wants to
make sure its customers
are satisfied with the
product, especially for a
big-ticket item like a
college education.

F

or most of us, there are
several decades of life after
college; a college education
is a product with real staying
power. So what qualities-of mind
and (subject) matter-do we want to
develop in our students for the long
haul? What are the qualities of an
educated person? The University of
Northern Iowa is determined to
answer those questions.
A confederation of studies known
as the Qualities of an Educated Person
(or QEP) began about three years ago
with some informal discussions among
faculty groups, mainly for the pure
intellectual enjoyment of thinking
through the process on the kinds of
knowledge , skills and values expected
of students who graduate from UNI.
These discussions became a formal
initiative coordinated through UNI's
Center for the Enhancement of
Teaching. In a separate initiative, UNI
President Robert Koob and the UNI
Foundation this spring hosted the first
Presidential Symposium on the
Qualities of an Educated Person,
which brought together UNI facu lty,
alumni and leaders from business and
the nonprofit sector.
What QEP is not is a return to the
"great books" or the "1,000 things
eve1y literate person ought to know"
approaches, popularly (and
controversially) proposed by the likes
of E.D Hirsch and Allan Bloom a
decade ago.
What QEP has become is a campuswide goal within the University's longterm Strategic Plan to "ide ntify the
qualities of an educated person that
characterize a UNI graduate, and
integrate these qualities into the
curriculum and co-curricular
activities. "
"Last year we charged an
interdisciplinary facu lty group to
define , research and publish what we

thought a graduate of UNI should
look like . We ask, what are the
qualities of an educated person?" said
UNI President Robert Koob in a
presentation to the Iowa State Board
of Regents, UNI's governing body.
"How would we, as an institution,
know we bad done our job well?
"[Our faculty] were willing to put
themselves on the line and publish a
ve1y impressive, very thoughtful
document. They stood up in front of

How would
we, as an
institutio n,
know we had
done our job
well?
their colleagues and said, 'these are
the issues we've identified; these are
the things we think will be associated
with an educated person.' They set
themselves up fo r criticism and
discussion . [This Aprill we brought in
a group of leaders from across the
nation to debate with our facu lty w hat
ideas they would like us to pursue. At
the point when our final adoption of a
qua lity of an educated person is put
on the table, it w ill reflect not only the
thinking of more than a few of our
faculty , but the thinking of a broad
range of constituents, the 'customers,'
if you w ill, of this University," Koob
says .

T

he faculty group , which
now numbers more than
20 facu lty from across the
University, constructed the
discussion into three parts:
(1) Define the qualities common to an
educated person;
(2) Assess how well UNI graduates
proceed toward embodying the
QEP; and
(3) Recommendations to the
University to enact change.
At the encl of spring semester 1997,
the QEP project is in a transition
between the first and second stages. A
long-term research project known as
the Hermes project (see box) surveyed
three groups of UNI graduates to
examine the relationship between
higher education and the world of
work-but it's only a start.
The first task (above) cannot be
considered complete, and may never
be. The question is worthy of Aristotle
for the open-ended intellectual debate
it prompts. From an administrative
viewpoint, some faculty believe that
QEP may take on policy implications
never intended at the outset. "It
started as an interesting, if informal,
intellectual exercise between members
of the faculty," says Tony McAdams,
professor of management, in a faculty
QEP discussion session. "It's taken on
a level of accountability it didn't have
before. "
"This is a great idea that scares
some of us," admits Fred Hallberg,
professor of philosophy and religion.
"We've never had to define ourselves
in quite this way. " Don Doerr,
experiential learning director in the
UNI Office of Placement and Career
Services, believes QEP is "a creative
way for an institution dealing with its
own existential angst. "
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T

he teaching of values and
qualities beyond the
pure content of college
courses is an
educational hot button. The
backlash against perceived
political correctness rests on
one side of the argument. On
the other side is the need for
education at all levels to teach certain
valu es and responsibilities. "Are we
defining an educated person or a
good citizen?'.' asks Russ Campbell,
associate professor of mathematics.
"That's an important difference; it is
not our role to indoctrinate people
with what to do with their education. "
"But teaching is not valu e-neutral,"
says Gerri Perreault, associate
professor and director of UNI's
Leadership Studies program. "What we
teach must have some relationship to
social responsibility. "
Geoff Mills, professor of and
associate dean in the College of
Business Administration, stated in the
QEP symposium, "I haven 't heard
enough discussion on the importance
of content. What we teach does
matter. A university is structured with
a system of majors and minors
because content matters. We couldn't
enroll a single student if they couldn't
declare a major in a discipline
matching their abilities. "
William Waack, professor and
director of teacher education at UNI ,
cautions that creative values not be
given short shrift. "Where are the
aesthetic valu es in our discussions?
Creative problem-solving is not quite
the same thing as creativity. "

M

ost students believe
the result of their
undergraduate
education should be a
job after graduation. While that is a
practical (and necessa1y) end, the QEP
project's goal is to broaden a student's
understanding for more complex
4

You can't prepare
people for every
change,
but you can
instill a set of
attitudes that
prepares them
for a lifetime of
learning and
change.

forms of employment and lifelong
activities . Several factors for which
UNI must prepare students were
identified by the QEP groups:
• The University must teach students
to "learn how to learn. " What they
learn in college is only a beginning
toward lifelong education; you
cannot equip a person for the rest
of their life through four years of
formal education.
• Content counts. What students
study will always be important. But
how students think may be more
important over the long term.

• Everyone must adapt to technology.
Every conceivable career path
involves some comprehension of
computers and technology.
• Change is omnipresent.
• The entire University community is
responsible for some part of the
education process. For example,
the residence system teaches
socialization and communitybuilding skills. The placement
office teaches career-building skills.
Student activities and organizations
must demonstrate ways to engage
in meaningful and effective
community service, to give
something back to society. Service
can be taught.
• We are becoming more global but
feeling more isolated. The Internet,
for example, permits instant
communication, but insulates from
true human contact.
• Our leaders must transform , not
adapt. And this definition of
leadership extends beyond the
political arena. A leader can be an
elementary teacher or a front-line
worker in a large corporation. The
point is, leadership is defined by
action, not position.
• Activism is not the same as
proactivism. We must instill the
notion that activism might mean
complaining, proactivism means
making a difference.
• Success does not equal satisfaction.
• There is a trend toward more
graduates pursuing advanced
degrees.
• UNI is not a technical school. It
must never abandon its mission to
provide a strong, broadly based
liberal arts education.
• Employers want thinkers , not
narrow technocrats. "You 've got to
stop looking at the world down a
40-foot soda straw, " says 1982 UNI
graduate Stan Askren, a symposium
participant.

U

NI's traditional role of
providing a strong
educational foundation
for future learning was
praised by the symposium
participants. "The rapid changes in
technology make it impossible to stay
current even during the four years a
student is in college, " according to
one participant. "Most people will
change careers several times in their
lives. You can't prepare them for
every change, but you can instill a set
of attitudes that prepares them for a
lifetime of learning and change. "
For starters, we need to dispel the
notions of what college students are
about today. Although our students
might appear similar-most come
from Iowa, from relatively equal
socioeconomic conditions-they are
in fact starting their college studies
with very different levels of
preparedness. Many students enter
UNI at older ages. Some have had
difficult backgrounds. They have
increasingly complex lives outside of
the classroom. For many, college
study is just part of a life that includes
responsibilities for full-time
employment, children, family, or all of
the above. "When they come to us at
all these levels of preparedness, how
do we send them off after four years
at a consistent level of quality?" asks
Waack.

How do we send
them off after
four years at a
consistent level
of quality?

Preparing
for a lifetime of learning:
Forrest Roberts and Jane Ericson
"Too often college students are
portrayed as apathetic, Generation X
slackers more concerned with making
a buck than making a difference,"
writes Harris Wofford, CEO of the
Corporation for National Service.
"Those who work with college
students every clay know a different
sto1y. "
The two UNI students who
participated in the Presidential
Symposium on the Qualities of an
Educated Person are prime examples
of Wofforcl's claim. Jane Ericson and
Forrest Roberts are typical UNI
students in many respects. Both come
from Iowa. Both did very well in high
school, good enough to attend UNI on
scholarships. They have clear

ambitions: Roberts would like to go to
medical school; Ericson plans to be an
elementary teacher and start a family.
They look toward life after UNI with
boundless optimism, tempered by the
normal apprehensions about their
ability to do well with their
abundance of human capital.
"I would like to relocate to
Portland, and I'm worried about the
job market there ," says Ericson. "But I
really wonder what I'm going to do
with the kids in my classroom, seven
hours a clay, 180 days a year. I'll
always wonder what other things will
be going on in their lives, other than
education. "
Like most working adults in the
nervous '90s, Ericson hopes to find

5

The Hermes Projec :
What do UNI grads think?

T

he Hermes Project (named for the Greek
messenger god, Hermes) surveyed more than
1,000 UNI gradu ates (from 1984-85, 1987-88 and
1990-91) to examine their perceptions of the relationship
between higher education and the world of work. The
survey's findings were published under the titled The
University a nd its Graduates: Higher Education, Work
and Preparing f or the Future at the University qf
Northem Iowa and were shared w ith the pa rticipants in
this spring's QEP presidential symposium.
The Hermes Project's leader, Gene Lutz, professor
and director of the UNI Cente r for Social and Be havioral
Research, says the project's aim is "to fos ter a
reexamination of the relationship between higher
education and work based on the experiences of
university gradu ates. "
Some of the group's findin gs:
• Of the more recent graduates, over 95 percent
worked w hile attending UNI.
• Factors rated ve1y important in helping them get their
first job include personality, major, previous work
experience and qualifications ga ined outside of their
classroom studies. All of these ranked higher than
grades and internships.
• Skills and qualifica tions "required at work and
attained at UNI" inclu de communicating orally,
listening effectively, solving proble ms, understanding
written info rmation and making decisions.
• A question rating skills and qualifications as deficit or
surplus, the graduates believe they have a deficit in
the skills of serving clients and customers, making
decisions, communicating ora lly, listening effectively,
motiva ting others, solving problems and working as a

that hard-to-achieve sense of balance
in her life between career and family.
"If I stay home with the children I
hope to have , will I be able to stay
intellectually stimulated? Will I lose
career momentum? I know my
children will grow up in a very
different world than I grew up in; will
I be able to relate?"

6

tea m. They responded they have a surplus of "broad
general education" and knowledge of foreign
languages and gene ral scie ntific me thods.
• Corresp ondingly, when asked to suggest genera l
university educational goals, fa cto rs rated most highly
were written communication, understanding w ritte n
· info rmation, communicating and listening effectively,
and working with computers. Some fa ctors with
lower numbers of positive responses included
knowledge of a fo reign language, seeing eve nts in a
historical perspective , gene ral scientific methods,
negotiating agreements, and inte rpreting events in a
societal/politica l context.
• Asked to rank suggested changes in study
requirements fo r UNI students, over tw o-thirds
believed requiring more practical expe riences w ould
be ve1y useful. Only six percent of respondents said a
broader education with less specialization would be
"very useful. "

W

hile the findings o f the He rmes project
appear to favor a career perspective in
education, they do underscore the value of
a traditional, liberal arts education in pre paring students
for mea ningful ca reers. The alumni surveyed still value
skills related to quality of thought as valuable in their
careers.
"If employers could decide, w ou ld they wa nt to turn
UNI into a job training center? We don 't think so," Lutz
says. "Are students so focused on getting a job that they
don't think about an edu cation? Again, we don't think
so. The concept of work mea ns so much more than
e mployment."

Roberts has a definite Plan B if he
is not accepted into medical school:
graduate school. "I think , can I handle
medical school? What about the
constant changes in medical practice?
I've read a study that predicts a glut of
doctors ; but another article refutes
that. One of my biggest concerns is
carrying out my responsibility for the

environment. How can I make the
right decisions?"
Roberts and Ericson both
understand that there is a lot more to
life than getting that first job. They
know they will face change, and hope
their UNI education has prepared
them for it.

Broadening
the mission
Some common ground
The delibe rations between fa culty
groups and QEP Symposium
participants proved the difficulty in
ever reaching consensus on the
qualities of an educated person . Some
common threads of co nsensus did
emerge, howeve r, o n some desired
characteristics:
• Intellectually curious: the ability to
e ngage in the dynamic between
established knowledge and critical
inqui1y , and the capacity to enjoy
intellectual adve nture .
• Perspective: individual selfreflection and a syste m of values.
• Wellness: achieving balance
between one's intellectual, spiritual ,
p hysical and e motional well-being.
Understanding what it takes to
cultivate inte rpe rsonal relationships.
• Responsible: the commitment to
foster personal development and
promote social responsibility.
• Courage: being motivated by vision
versus fear or avoidance of the
unpleasant. More a nd more peo ple
a re motivated by what they are
against, rather than what they stand
for.
• Coping skills and transforming
skill to deal w ith fa ilure.
• Effective communication, in writing
and orally.
• Knowledge of mathematics,
computation and spatial sense.
• The ability to establish and defend
a position.
• A temperament to ta ke risks.
• Tolerance for ambiguity and
seeking ideas from differe nt people
or sources.

of American
education to
include a
renewed
commitment
to the
civic life
of the
country
now needs to
be given
equal priority
if we are to
meet the needs

"For most of the current century,
American education has focused on
preparing stude nts fo r the marketplace
and the responsibilities of citizenship,"
writes Jeremy Rifkin, president of the
Foundation on Economic Trends in
Washington, D. C., in the journal of
Public Service and Outreach .
"Broadening the mission of Ame rican
education to include a renewed
commitme nt to the civic life of the
count1y now needs to be given equal
priority if we are to meet the needs of
the coming century. "
The QEP participa nts know they
can't create a higher educatio n utopia .
I is a public university in Iowa, not
a Nirvana of perfect and comple te
understandi ng . The debate, the
p rocess- a nd at some point, changehold the true value of the QEP
process. As Roger Sell, director of
UNI's Cente r for the Enhancement of
Teaching, says, "I see UNI as being
able to develop a set of shared beliefs
that are actually put into practice. We
have a good chance that our students,
fac ulty and staff can share a clear view
of the mission of
I."
"I've been involved with eight
diffe re nt universities through my
education and career," says Michael
Reagan, president of the Des Moines
Chamber of Commerce. "You 're the
first I've seen that's taken on this kind
of discussion, and you've done it very
well."

n

of the coming
century.
7

Newsweek magazine noted home life
has become so hectic and frantic for
women, that many have come to
cherish the structure and socialization
offered by the workplace.

M

UNI program promotes "sustainable
consumption" in adult lives
by Gwenne Culpepper

S

usan Salterberg grew up on a
farm and learned to enjoy the
simple things in life. There were
no video games, no talking
Barbies, no Easy-Bake Ovens:
the Salterberg siblings, loved picking
strawberries and working in the
garden. It is that simplicity she began
to long for as an adult doing the
standard 9-to-5 professional thing. "I
just started to feel like my life was
really busy and that I wasn't doing
what I wanted to do," says the
program manager for UNI's Center for
Energy and Environmental Education
(CEEE). "So I began looking at my
current lifestyle and comparing it to
my childhood. "
Salterberg, along with CEEE
colleagues William Stigliani and
Richard Stinchfield, have developed a
curriculum packet called the National
Sustainable Consumption
Initiative,which strives to help adult
learners find ways to free themselves
from financial burdens, reduce the
clutter in their lives, enjoy satisfying
low-cost pleasures and increase their
sense of connection with the natural
world. The initiative is supported by a
grant from the Merck Family Fund,
Takoma Park, Ma1yland.
"I think we're on a path that is not
sustainable, " Salterberg says, noting
that the United States comprises only 5
percent of the world's population but
consumes 30 percent of its resources.
"And everyone else in the world wants
to consume like us. " The end result,
8

7£ere mus/ be

more
lohfe /£an
having
everylhiny.
-Maurice Sendak

she believes, is a ruining of the
environment and that was something
to which she didn't care to contribute.
"It became a quality of life issue for
me personally, to try to do more of
what I wanted with my life, with my
time. If I simplify, I don't need as
much money and therefore I have
more freedom ," she says. The concept
is one that is growing as Americans
come to the realization that, even
though studies indicate there is more
leisure time than ever before, stress
levels are rising. A recent article in

any families are ready for
something different. There are
dozens of books on the shelf,
and people are flocking to get them.
Notes Arlie Hochschild, whose book
Tbe Time Bind is quoted in the
Newsweek article , "We need to look at
the effect of [all of this] on our lives
and kids' lives. Let's look in the mirror.
We're complicit. Then let's get on to
solutions. "
Stinchfield, coordinator of outreach
activities for the CEEE, teaches an
environmental capstone class required
of all UNI students as a conclusion to
their General Education studies. He
teaches his students the pitfalls of our
consumer culture-and cautions that
consumerism starts younger than we
might think. "There has been a sea
change in materialism among
children," he says. "Shopping has
become accepted recreation, and some
studies have shown it to be the
favorite leisure activity for girls.
Business and society have become
more time-oriented, to the point where
deferred gratification almost seems like
a quaint anachronism. Athletics and
entertainment have recreated image as
substance, thus giving them something
powerful to sell. The credit culture has
thoroughly invaded college campuses,
and is working its way down, both in
plastic and in attitude.
"All of these things no doubt
contribute, but I believe there are two
fundamental changes that have really
brought us to this point. The first is
television, and the second is the
startling increase in disposable income
held by children and teens. Since the
development of high quality color
signals, television has become the
prima1y factor in driving the consumer
society. Children spend more hours
watching television than they do in
school, and in many households even
dinner is organized around the TV. In
relative terms, the influence of

"When you work all day, you 're tired
and it's easy to order food or buy fast
food because you don't feel like
cooking. But that costs more, so you
have to keep working to maintain that
lifestyle which includes eating out
often. You 're right back in the cycle,"
Salterberg says.

3,

4.
possible, reduce the amount of time spent in front of the tube. Americans
spend nearly 31 hours per week in front of the TV; that's time you could
devote to higher priorities.
5. Create your own volunteer work. When you see a need, fill the gap.
6. Spend time with people who support your efforts to live in accordance
with your values.
7. Make family mealtime a priority, and your family members a priority.
8. Don't buy toys, clothes or gifts on demand. Help your children look
forward to birthdays and other holidays.
9. Display only books on shelves in your child's room. You 'll save hours in
cleaning time.
10. Purposefully integrate your values with your life. For example, you might
decide to choose an employment opportunity based on w hether it allows
you to make a contribution in an area of concern to you.
Prepared by Susa n Salterberg, National Sustainable Consumption Initiative, CEEE, UNI.

television in defining consumer
behavior has become dominant over
that of family, school or church for the
vast majority of kids. Television
permits marketers to attach powerful
images to products and it is only a
small step for children to believe that
purchasing the product will move
them closer to the image. The
distinction between entertainment and
marketing has become blurred to the
point of irrelevance."

S

alterberg agrees and has, over the
last few years, been taking steps to
simplify her own life. She moved
from the Waterloo-Cedar Falls "city"
area, to a country setting. She's begun
a garden, stays out of debt by rarely
using credit cards, and has switched
from full-time to part-time work. She
finds that some of her greatest
enjoyment comes from walking in the
nearby woods and watching the birds.
One of the immediate benefits of such
simplification is a reduced stress level.
"It's freeing," says Salterberg. "That's
the number one reason to do it."
In her mind, it all comes down to

money. "If you feel like you have to
have a lot of the things that marketers
tell us we have to have, then you must
stay in this work-and-spend cycle. I've
decided to do more of what I want to
do with my life, certainly career-wise.
There are drawbacks or at least
adjustments. I have some friends who
are buying really nice homes; I'm not
going to be able to have a fancy
home, but I'll have the time and
control of my life that I didn't have
before. "
Stinchfield believes our culture has
acquiescenced to material goods as
substitutes for more traditional
foundations of life satisfaction such as
family , friends, work, education and
active recreation. "Why would we as
adults expect our kids to be able to
resist this force when we are out
buying four wheel drive behemoths
for the trip to the mall?" he asks.
Salterberg and Stinchfield both drive
small, economical cars to their jobs at
the CEEE. In addition to paying less
maintenance over an expensive
vehicle, they require less
"maintenance" to their lifestyles.

A

nd the biggest culprit of all:
television, says Stinchfield. "I don't
see any signs that there will be a
general reduction in the power of
television (the internet is now being
transformed into just another
marketing medium) or the desire of
kids to purchase more stuff. On the
other hand I do believe that it is
entirely possible for parents to retain
their role in raising their children if
they wish. This will require the ability
to escape from the perceptual box that
causes us to automatically think of the
television set as the focal point of the
home. This is not easy. There is
programming worth watching. It can
be ve1y relaxing after a long day to be
passively entertained. It is even nice at
times to have the kids out from
underfoot while they watch TV. And,
when everyone else has television,
isn't it some kind of abuse to deny
one's own the same opportunity?
These are all strong and compelling
reasons to not change.
"I believe that getting rid of the TV
is by far the single most effective
option available to parents. In fact, I
would go so far as to suggest that it is
a necessa1y part of any strategy to
minimize materialism. "
Salterberg says the simplification
process isn't always easy, and it isn't
always feasible for eve1yone. For
instance, a single mother may find it
difficult to work part-time. But there
are other things one can do (see
sidebar). "And it takes time ," she
points out. "It's a process. I'm
definitely not where I want to be. I
want to have more relationships and
I'd love to have more family living
near me. But I'm ve1y happy with
what I've decided to do. " fj
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Calculus,
fractals,
borromean

.
nngs
and Bach

by Vicki Grimes
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mathe matic s

-·~

humanities

lot of peop le turned
away from
mathematics about
the time their sixthgrade teacher
challenged them to figure
out which train would reach
Cleveland first, the one leaving ew
York at 80 miles per hour or the one
leaving Chicago at 60 miles pe r hour.
But Joel Haack, professor and head
of U I's De partme nt of Mathematics,
believes mathe matics is a
communication skill that allows us to
answer questions that arise daily, and
it's impo rtant fo r students to see how
they use mathematical skills in their
roles as citizens. "A big component of
mathematics portion of the General
Education program at U I is in
statistics and probability-we want
people to be able to know when
public speakers or p oliticians are
blowing smoke, and certainly be able
to evaluate some of the statistical data
being presented to determine if it's
accurate and if reasonable conclusions
are being drawn from the
information. "
Most future professions will
require stude nts to have a
good quantitative background
with the ability to understand
w hat the data is telling them
and its implications. "Being able to
reason mathe matica lly becomes very
important in an increasing number of
professions, and students that stop

taking mathe matics courses start
shutting doors and locking themselves
out of o ppo rtunities they might
otherwise pursue," he says.
Students are q uestioning the value
of math to their overall educational
process. There are definite link
between mathematics and the
humanities they might keep in mind.
"Mathematics itself is a product of
huma n tho ught," says Haack, "and
there are connections in the ideas
mathematician wo rk on and tho e
that artists or musicians or people in
lite rature employ."

A

Ian Schmitz, associate
professor of music, shows
stude nts how close math and
music truly are. "A musical score is a
mathematics graph," he says. "It
shows the proportion and pitch of the
music in a sort of scientific notation. "
When childre n learn music at a young
age, they learn that time signatures
and rhythm are use the concepts of
counting and fractions.
"I once taught a music theory
course for non-music majors. The
math and e ngineering majors had a
much better grasp of music theory,"
Schmitz says. "When we analyze
music, we see patterns and
mathe matical relationships. Witho ut
them, the music lacks balance and
sounds chaotic."
Haack teaches his students the
mathematical concepts behind

for example. The contempora1y writer,
John Barth, has written novellas based
on the ideas of spirals. Playwrite Tom
Sto ppard wrote a play on squa ring the
circle, an old mathematical idea he
was applying to the situation in Poland
before the fall of the Berlin wall.

A

lite rature and the vi ual arts as well.
"One of the most profound
mathematical ideas in the last couple
of centuries was that of viewing a
fourth dimension as something that
had legitimate geometric application ,"
says Haack. "This fo und its expression
in artists through some of the Cubist
moveme nt. It entered popular
philosophy and science fiction as a
tool that allowed science fiction
authors to explore other things w ith
their imaginations, but based on the
ideas that mathematicia ns had worked
w ith from very real mathematical
points of view."

H

aack teaches a numbe r of
diffe rent ways to think of the
relatio nship between math
and the humanities. In addition to the
use of mathematical ideas as analogies
to help writers and artists think about
and create new ideas themselves,
w ithin the humanities, the re are
people who have found that looking
at the structures or sometimes even
quantitative aspects of a n artist's work
can help understand the artist and the
ideas she or he is trying to create.
Word counts have been done of
Shakespeare's plays-a statistical
analysis o f some of the words being
used there is one way of addressing
the question of whether Shakespeare
wrote all of the works credited to his
name-and word counts have been
used in the Bible to identify diffe rent
authors in parts of the book of Isaiah,

nd an e ntire realm of art and
sculpture is based on
mathematical themes such as
fractal , Borromean rings and mobius
bands-theories which have
converged the expression of the artist
with the rigor of the mathematician.
Haack's personal interest is the
relationship between mathematics and
music. "The re are mathematical
analyses of Bach's well-tempe red
clavier to suggest the kind of tuning
the instrume nt had. The instrument
Bach was writing for was, in fact, not
an equal-tempered instrume nt as
pianos are today. Mathematics ha
helped people develop electronic
keyboards where the keys can be
retuned easily and it is possible to
create the sounds one would hope to
have heard two or three centuries
ago."
He says there are a numbe r of
music students and those from other
areas w ithin the humanities who study
calculus. In addition to quantitative
ideas, he says math helps with pattern
analysis. "The fugues in music are
ofte n cited as being a great
mathematical pattern, and some say
Bach was a great mathematician as
well as artist. Schmitz adds that Bach 's
interest in numbers and numerology
was almost a supe rstitio n.
"Certainly, [artist] M. C. Escher's
designs that have captured the
atte ntion of so many college tudents
have a lot of mathematical patterns
built into them, and that's been some
of the intrigue for students-the
combination of mathematical
regularity and then mathematical
impossibility that Escher has brought
into some of his works."
"Mathematicians have lo ng cla imed
that the kind of thinking that you
learn to do in a mathematics course is
also ve1y important and will carry over
well into othe r disciplines and to all

sorts of practical problems," says
Haack. "In o rde r to make this more
clear at the time students are in
classes, we are t1ying to develop
material and approaches that show
them the relevance of what they're
studying even at the time they are
studying it. "

T

he ancient Greeks had a more
conscious understanding of
the relationship between math
and other disciplines, Schmitz
believes. "When Boethius described
music, it wasn't the way we do. The
Greeks saw it as a mathematical or
physical expression of emotion. They
began to understand the relationship
between the length of the string or the
mass of the bar and the tone it
produced."
Haack says math skills can even
come into play when looking at
relationships between people, citing a
problem involving a love-hate
relationship between a young woman
and man. With graphs that de cribe
the affection that one has for the
other, it is possible to look for
resolutions to their problem, showing
students that periodic functions can
talk about human relationships.
"We find student have a lot more
motivation approaching calculus and
its ideas through problems related to
their own interests. If we can show,
for instance, that calculus tells you
something about biology, biology
students have much more interest in
working through the details of calculus
than they would have othe1wise."
A large part of the mathematics
department's mission at UNI is devoted
to working w ith future teachers. There
is one course take n by all elementary
education majors which Haack says
should make sure that the elementa1y
teachers are comfortable with
mathematics. "They should have a
good experience and enjoy math. I
think an awful lot of the math an,"Xiety
that we see with some of our students
is transmitted as much by teachers
who aren't comfortable with
mathematics, as it is by parents or their
experiences outside the math
classroom."

n
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Tom Lindsay,

political science

,
I

f he's riot working at his home
computer on his "Aristotle Psychology of Citizenship"
paper, you might find Tom
Lindsay in the beat of spring
training for the family baseball team of
himself, his wife, and their four kids
ages 6-10. But, during those idle
moments on the pitcher's mound ,
Lindsay cou ld be contemplating what
Aristotle would think about baseball.
You see, Lindsay, University of
orthern Iowa associate professor of
political science who studies the
works of the great thinkers, feels his
work gives his life an internal unity
whether he's writing-or playing
baseball.
He eagerly shares his musings on
Aristotle, Plato and the other greats
with his Northern Iowa students in his
class, Modern Political Philosophy,
and a study each semester of either
one ancient or one modern
philosopher. Lindsay strives to be a
rabble-rouser with his students' minds.
He challenges them to liberate their
minds from their prejudices and from
the power their culture has over them.
Ultimately, Lindsay wants students to
see that all things are not relative.
"Outside of class, our culture sends a
pervasive message that everything is
relative, eve1ything depends on the
individual and the environment, "
Lindsay explains. "I want students to
examine this idea carefully, to replace
their opinions with facts that establish
that there are no absolutes, including
relativism. "
The mild-mannered Lindsay and his
12

students set about this intellectual
discussion as a team. The professor
sees himself as a student of the great
thinkers. In his Modern Political
Philosophy class that all political
science majors must take , Lindsay
immerses the class in the writings of
philosophers such as Aristotle,
Hobbes, Machiavelli and Plato. In his
other class he chooses either one
ancient or one modern philosopher,
picks an original source, and lets the
students live with this great book for
the whole semester "to make it their
friend or their enemy.
"In teaching them how to wrestle
with a great text, I hope I'm teaching
them to think," Lindsay stresses. ''I'd
like to tell the students the truth about
what ancient thinkers said, but I don't
have the truth , " Lindsay believes.
"What I can do is work with the
tudents and guide them to reestablish
an openness in the ir thinking. I
believe this is the purpose of a liberal
education-to recognize that the truth
exists, which is different from saying
that you 've got the truth. "
This view of working with the
students places the keystone in the
bridge of learning for Lindsay.
Students who say he's one of the best
professors they've bad note that "he
talks w ith us. " ·'My job really is easy,"
he smiles. "University students ages
18-21 can be easily engaged in this
discussion because they're already
asking themselves questions like 'who
am I?' and 'how do I fit into society?' I
help them recognize how superficial
and pervasive relativism is in our

I

culture, guide the m to examine what
philosophers said about things like
right and wrong, and encourage them
to examine for the m elves how that
relates to their lives." Class discussions
are the focal point of Lindsay's
teaching style . Probing with question
after question, he guides the cla ses
through the thoughtful exchange of
ideas whe re students take an active
rather than a passive-sit and listen to
a lecture-role in their own education.
"I want students to jump the gap from
memorization to creative, independent
thinking," Lindsay asserts. He requires
students to be prepared in their
thcJL1ghts, their discussion and their
reading. His class handout notes,
"Students who miss class in the hope
they won't be missed are invited to
drop the course now." He elaborates,
"It hurts class morale if only half the
class is there."
And if you're only at the university
to get trained for a job, fo rget
Lindsay's class. He's adamant about
retaining the idea of a libe ral arts
education to help students learn who
they can be and to gain some selfunderstanding. "This (selfunderstanding) is the highest liberty
instead of being a slave to your
culture," Lindsay promotes.
· Part of his personal commitme nt,
he says, comes from his exposure to
the depth and beauty of the greatest
thinke rs and from a recent time in his
life w he n he was forced to take a
year-long medical leave, right in the
middle of work on a ational
Endowment for the Humanities threeyear fellowship to w rite a book on the
democratic education of Aristotle .
Now, a year back into the classroom,
Lindsay admits that being sick "made
me value time more. I now
understand that for me there is
something about knowing there is an

want students

I

memor1zatian to
creativ,
independent
thinking.
f

end that makes you want to do
some thing serious."
In the short time he's been at
Northern Iowa, Tom Lindsay has done
something serious. He recently
received the Class of 1943
O utstanding Teaching Award at the
University's annual Alumni Association
Heritage Honours Awards program,
and he was named Outstanding
Teacher of the College of Social a nd
Behavioral ciences. Several years ago
he received the distinctio n of being
named Bradley Resident Scholar at the
Heritage Foundation, a Washington,
D.C., think tank, w he re he analyzed
the Supre me Court's rulings on
separation of church and state,
comparing them to the views of
America's fou nders.
These days, Lindsay's research
foc uses on his personal favorite great
thinke r: Aristotle. Later this summer,
he'll present his pape r on Aristotle at
the American Political Science
Association. His own associatio n w ith
the great minds was part of what led
Lindsay clown the political philosophy
path, a divergence from his original
law school plans. "I took a course in
political philosophy thinking if I could

understand that, I could understand
legal reasoning. One professor, Gary
Gle nn at orthern Illinoi , lit the fire
in me and I sensed that the
quantitative social sciences were not
speaking to the deepest human
lo ngings." Lindsay went o n to earn a
doctorate from the University of
Chicago.
Now in his own role as professor, if
the re's one thing Lindsay would like
to do besides help his students
reestablish an ope nness in their
thinking, it is to have them understand
that political p hilosophy is not
partisan-it isn 't liberal, conservative,
Democrat or Republican . He
encourages students to get away from
making continual kind of value
judgments. Lindsay's efforts in this
include joining w ith 4,000 other
members of the National Association
of Scholars (he's president of the Iowa
chapter), a non-partisan education
association battling what they perceive
as the p oliticization of education."We
work to remind people on the left and
the right that the only p urpose of a
university is clarity, not to be on one
side or the other of the political
agenda," he explains. "We have to
defend the university against attacks
from people w ho are trying to change
the curriculum and agendas to fit the
agendas of politics. Liberal
democracy-the foundation of our
country-depends on maintaining the
university a.s a separate, solitary and
invulnerable repository of reason
where people can independently learn
to discover moral truths."
And that in a nutshell is what
Lindsay's political philosophy classes
are all about-teaching students to
think for themselves whether they're
in the classroom, on the Hill, or in the
thick of a game of baseball.
-Carole Shelley Yates
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Nancy Powell

A

ingside seat to

HISTORY

F

rom the routine duties of
helping American citizens
with visa applications, to the
glamour of organizing a
stateside visit for the king of
epal, to the clanger of being holed
out in the U.. Embassy in Togo
during milita1y terrorism, Nancy
Powell (B.A. '70) can almost plan on a
new adventure somewhere in the
world eve1y three years. Her position
with the U.S. State Department's
Foreign Service takes her continent
jumping as she serves her counuy in
various capacities.
Powell reluctantly gave up her
seconcla1y social studies teaching job
in Dayton, Iowa, after five years.
While she enjoyed what she was
doing, she felt "opportunities in
education in the micl-1970s were
limited and administrative roles for
women were ve1y rare. " Her decision
to follow her international relations
and travel interests coincided with her
summer program visit to Pakistan
where 25 teachers spent eight weeks
traveling around the country. There
she met Foreign Service officers who
encouraged her to take the State
Department test and, soon, her own
histo1y with that agency began.
Although most of her
undergraduate and summer school
courses were in East Asian studies, her
Foreign Service career has been
primarily in outh Asia: epal, India,
and now as acting ambassador to
Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan)
where she's been since 1996.
Powell explains that her career has
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been pretty typical ,
although probably not at
all like teaching social
studies in an Iowa high
school.
"I was consular officer
in both Canada and
Nepal which involved
helping American
Nancy Powell as deputy chief of mission, Togo, 1990-92.
citizens and adjudicating
visa applications," she explains. Her
more than 20 years with the Foreign
Service later took her to Pakistan as
political officer where she reported on
and ana lyzed domestic political
developments and Inda-Pakistan
relations. Later as head of the Political
Section in India, she was more
personally involved in the United
States' bilateral relations, including
non-proliferation issues. And , in
Nancy (second from left) and other
Calcutta, India; Togo, West Africa, and
dignitaries meet the Prime Minister of
Dhaka, Bangladesh, she's served in
Bangladesh, Sheikh Hasina (right),
management positions supervising all
October 1996
of the embassy's activities. Plus, two
tours in Washington , D.C. , saw her as
often. Besides her strong background
desk officer for epal as chief of
in histo1y and international relations ,
protocol , organizing the first U.S. visit
Powell says she took German in high
for the king of epa l, and as refugee
school and college which helped
officer responsible for the protection
prepare her for full-time study of
programs for refugees in Southeast
French, epali and Urdu , the
Asia.
language of Pakistan and Bangladesh.
About eve1y three years, State
In the midst of all of this moving,
Department personnel receive a
it's amazing that two Northern Iowa
different posting. Powell 's parents,
alumni have twice been a signed to
Maxine and Joe Powell of Waukee,
the same post. When Powell was
Iowa , say their daughter keeps in
Nepal desk officer in Washington,
close contact with them through eD.C. , in the early 1980s, Steve
mail and with her skills and
Eisenbraun, (B.A. '69) was also posted
background has been sent to a new
there as India desk officer. And, the
embassy every three years or more
two currently work together in

As acting deputy chief of
mission, New Delhi, India,
August 1994, Nancy
participates in the
Ambassador's presentation of
credentials ceremony.
Nancy receives a .floral tribute
at the Bangladesh Seminar on
Marketing and Fundraising,
March 1997, an effort to bring
more industry to Bangladesh.
She was chiefguest and
speaker.
Bangladesh where Eisenbraun is
political-economic counselor at the
embassy.
For anyone, life in the Foreign
Service sometimes provides a ringside
seat for watching histo1y unfold and a
chance to meet some of the key
actors-at least in your corner of the
world. Not only did Powell organize
the king of Nepal's state visit in 1983
but she also organized Hillaty Rodham
Clinton's India visit in 1995. She's met
and worked with the presidents and
prime ministers of Pakistan, Togo,
India and Bangladesh.
Her overseas experience has been
in developing countries where she
says America remains highly respected
and maintains a significant influence
despite the cutbacks in embassy staffs
and funds. "Particularly in Pakistan,
Togo and Bangladesh, I have
witnessed the U.S. government's
attempts to support efforts to further

the democratization process. We have
had a variety of activities to encourage
development of political parties, more
effective parliaments, broader
observance of basic human rights, a
freer/ more responsible press, and
more tolerant society."
For example, a current program in
Bangladesh, Powell explains, aims to
bring down the fertility rate and
improve maternal/child health care,
improve food security and support
democratic institutions. "The embassy
has also been very active in efforts to
end child labor in the garment
industry and to combat women and
child trafficking." Success appears to
be on the political horizon in
Bangladesh as well, according to
Powell. Although fraudulent one-party
elections occurred in February 1996,
followed by an abortive coup in May,
in June free and fair elections were
held with vety high turnouts and great

interest. Powell believes much of this
was due to the hundreds of agencies
working creatively in villages to
provide credit, education and voter
education to thousands of people,
particularly women.
However, life in the ringside seat of
history is not always the glamour of
shaking hands with presidents or
watching a successful program unfold.
Powell relates that when she was
consular officer in Nepal, providing
services to Americans meant serving
a undertaker to 12 who died there.
"The embassy has the only mortuaty
freezer in town and had to prepare
bodies either for return to the U.S. or
for local cremation."
Dangers and disappointments must
also be met when you're in the State
Department. Although Powell jokes
that the greatest danger most State
Department staff face is from ve1y
unsafe driving practices in some of
these countries, she has been in
countries in the middle of terrorism
and violence. For example, in Pakistan
the U.S. ambassador and milita1y
adviser were killed in a plane crash
that also claimed the life of the
president of Pakistan and his aides.
And Powell spent three days holed up
in the U.S. Embassy in November,
1991, in Togo as the acting
ambassador, unable to return home
while soldiers terrorized the new
government and people into reform
efforts. "A few clays later the same
soldiers shelled the home of the prime
minister, a close contact and friend.
Although they did not kill him, the
efforts for democracy were effectively
ended- at least for now. "
With her ringside seat into histo1y
and its key actors in some parts of the
world , Nancy Powell must be
prepared to move to another post
when she is assigned. While she's
served in South Asia for several years,
other continents may beckon and
draw on her skills in languages,
administration and human relations to
support United States government
programs and the democratization
process around the world.
-Carole Shelley Yates
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Portfolio
Lance Edmonds
Deatb qf a Ladies
Man, photo
collage
Vice President
and Provost
Purchase Award

JoEllen Zmolek
Store.front, chromogenic color print
Center for Educational Technology
Purchase Award

Matthew Kargol
Newton's 3rd Law of
Motion , steel and wood
sculpture
College of Humanities
and Fine Arts Merit
Award

Jimmy White
ntitled metal and wood
sculpture
Magna Bank Purchase Award

Esther Cheng
Eames Design Book a12d Qi Tia12 Le,
computer-designed artist's books
Sue Ehrlich Design Award
Amy Backer
Tbe Power of Limits, book cover designs
Klotzbach Design Prize
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Glenn Williams
Untitled steel sculpture
Department of Art Merit Award

Lisa Millen
Cupajoe, oil
College Hill Arts Festival Merit Award

he 97 n al Juried Student fHhihition

Unive rsity of Northern Iowa Galle1y of Art

I

t was a great pleasure for me to
jury UNI's 1997 Annual Student
Exhibitio n. Reviewing the work of
student artists brought back memories
of showing my work as a young
ceramist. The memo ries are very
good- perhaps that is w hy stude nt
years can go o n a long time!
I looked for work that combined
beauty and craftsmanship, familia rity
with principles of design , serio usness
of artistic purpose and artistic
potential. Measured against these
criteria, many of the works I reviewed
showed real promise. There were
good w orks in a variety of media;
particularly many works in sculpture
and design exhibited a well tho ughto ut idea-and what is more, brought
it to an exciting conclusion.
I would caution young artists not to
indulge in the weird or messy for its
own sake, or because it is easy. The
inspiring ideas and compositio ns of
many works were imaginative, and it

is this imaginative boldness of the
student artist that gives student
exhibitions their special quality;
esp ecially when the student's
imagination is closely related to the
student's own personality ...
I think that student artists should
concentrate on learning the "how to"
of making things and not seek to
make an "effect. " It is only w ith years
of experience that they learn exactly
what sort of work is given to them to
make ... Originality rarely comes to an
artist like a thunde rbolt; almost always
it is the result of years of methodical
effort and thought. The works wh ich
received awards were those which
most successfully combined the above
criteria, and in which I saw the
beginning gleam of originality.
Jane Milosch
Curato r and Juro r
from her Juror's Statement

Bill Van Werclen
Untitled metal sculpture
UNI Foundatio n & Alumni Association
Merit Award
17
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Lang Hall to receive extensive renovations; student
lobb~ng etfort successful

T

he shabby state of Lang Hall has
been no secret, least of all to
students who've had to make do
with the building's aging structure.
The heating system is quirky, so
students might need winter gear for
classrooms on the first floor yet be
sweating on the third floor. The stairs
are chipped and uneven. The heat
radiators clang and bang through the
winter. Still, Lang Hall is one of the
busiest buildings on campus (see
box).
·
"It wasn't safe and eve1yone knew
it," says Threase Harms, 1996-97
president of the University's student
government and a native of Iowa
Falls. Two years ago, Harms and
several other students made noises
about wanting the building renovated,
. but the project remained a low
priority. In fact, at one point Lang Hall
was dropped from the Board of
Regents' priority list. At the same
time, paint chips were still dropping
from Lang Hall's centu1y-old walls.
The students regrouped this past
year and began to intensely lobby the
Legislature. "We decided we wouldn't
stop until we got what we needed,"
says Harms. They began by putting
together a spiral-bound book with
color photographs, news stories and
letters detailing the old building's
flaws: crumbling plaster, warped
floors , sagging staircases, damaged
chalkboards. The book was
distributed to Regents members who
could make a recommendation to the
Legislature about funding for
renovation. In the meantime,
legislators were invited to shadow
students who had classes in Lang Hall.
Each member also viewed a video
produced by electronic media
18

students, whose program is housed in
Lang.
Later, a group of five students
composed and sang an amusing little
song about the building to Governor
Teny Branstad during his budget
hearings. "We thought we'd get
through to him, but he still didn't put
it (the renovation) in his budget."
During Februa1y 1997, students made
weekly trips to the Legislature, telling
them why the renovation was
necessa1y. They set up a drop-in site
where the video was shown and
booklets passed out. In April, they
started a letter-writing campaign,
made phone calls and used e-mail-

anything and everything they could
think of to continually bring home
their point: Lang Hall must be
renovated.
Despite the time commitment, the
fact that classes had to be missed and
studying done in the wee hours of the
night, students simply would not give
up. "I guess we just had a great group
of students, of committed students,"
explains Josh Pedelty, a member of
Northern Iowa Student Government
who was heavily involved in the
project, even though he had a full
class schedule and an internship to
worry about. "My professors and the
law firm where I worked were just
extremely understanding. They
understood what I was doing," says
the Cedar Rapids native who
graduated in May.

Lang Hall notes
• Lang Hall is the oldest building on campus, erected in 1900.
• It is named after the late William Lang, a long-time professor and administrator
at UNI. Before 1992, it was known as the Auditorium Building, or "Old Auel"
to most.
• It houses 36 classrooms, multiple labs, audio/ visual studios and an auditorium.
• Approximately 200 classes (for 4,000 students) meet in the building each
week.
• Lang Hall is the primary classroom building for six academic departments:
anthropology, electronic media, English language and literature, milita1y
science, modern languages, and philosophy and religion.
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Sun sets on Old Gold publication
Coordinator vows to reinstate book
aren Mills may be down, but she's
K definitely
npt out.
The University's yearbook
coordinator realized earlier this
semester that U I's official yearbook,
the Old Gold, wouldn't be publishing
after the 1996-97 issue. The problem
was simple: not enough money. Funds
for the yearbook are derived fro m two
sources: publishing costs are typically
awarded by the stude nt government,
and operational costs, including
student salaries, come from monies
raised by selling yearbooks. Both
sources have declined in recent years.
The budget has always been tight.
But, a Mills noticed this year, the
yearbook salaries weren't on par with
those of other University publications
like the student newspaper, the
Northeni Iowan. In fact, the yearbook
salaries were only about half of what
other organizations could afford to
pay. Consequently, it was tough to
find student workers, and those who
did sign on, often left. "We ended up
doing a job that sho uld have required
25 students, with 12 stude nts,"
explains Mills, who has been with the

yearbook off and on for the last 17
years. "And these students worked
from 20 to 40 hours on other jobs,
p lus were full-time students."
Mills says the natural effects
included increased stress levels, lack
of study time , and negative impacts on
relationships. "I decided then that if
we couldn't double salaries and make
them competitive, that we just couldn't
publish the yearbook. " But that meant
another $20,000 for the yearbook
budget and Mills had no idea where to
get it. The by-laws of 01the rn Iowa
Student Government prevent that
organization from paying salaries. The
yearbook operate under an auxiliary
account and can therefore receive no
Unive rsity funds for salaries. "Without
the money, I couldn't present a
Didn't buy a yearbook when you
were here?
Lost the o ne you did buy?
No proble m! The Old Gold has
available yearbooks dating back as
fa r as 1981.
Cost is $30, plus $5 for shipping.

Lang Hall, continued
· Harms says as time passed, the
effort snowballed. More and more
stude nts wanted to be involved. "I
think they knew it was a building that
wasn't going to change if they didn't
do something about it. With students
heading it up, and not the
administration, I think students felt
ownership of what was happening."
The work paid off.
In May, the Legislature made
special provisions to move up by one
year a $70 million capital expenditures
bill. The bill is a package for the
three Regents' universities, set up so
that funding is available over a four-

year period for various specified
campus projects. A total of $12.9
million is now available for Lang
Hall's renovation. The first step w ill be
planning, which could take as long as
one year, before renovation will
actually begin. Harms is still reeling
from the victory. "It feels really good ,"
she says, grinning. "It was a real
positive learning experience. I made
lots of connections, but all the credit
goes to the students w ho did a
wonderful job. I couldn't have do ne it
alone, and the niversity couldn't
have done it alone. It was a team
effort."

balanced budget and those are the
rules: either I balance the budget or I
don't exist.
"The students had, over the years,
accomplished so much with so little,"
she says, referring to the fact that the
Old Gold has, two years running, been
named a Pacemaker finalist, the
"Pulitzer Prize" of collegiate
yearbooks, ranking it among the top
12 to 14 yearbooks in the countiy
along with books from the Kansas
State, the University of Virginia and
the University of Alabama. During
Mills' tenure, the book also received
two All-American ratings, the first such
recognition since 1938.
Mills is working with several oncampus organizatio ns and offices,
hoping to find the extra money she
needs to publish again. It's a fact that
there will not be a 1997-98 book, but
Mills is hoping that year will be one of
reorganization, and the book w ill be
revived in time for a 1998-99 issue.
"The yearbook offers students an
oppo1tunity to gain skills they'll use in
the workplace after graduation," Mills
says, explaining her tenacity and
unending uppo1t for the yearbook.
"The marketing and business skills, the
desktop publishing skills, the
responsibility- they all pay off in selfconfidence and real-life skills that
come across so strongly in job
interviews."
The Old Gold was established in
1907. The book was closed for the first
time in 1970, after a conti·oversial
photo-essay publis hed in 1969. It was
revived in 1979 as a for-profit venture,
administered by a yearbook publishing
company. In 1985 the yearbook was
set up as a self-supporting student
publication, with administrative
responsibility assigned to the Office of
Public Relations. It operated
successfully until this year.
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Joey Woody goes out achampion

S

enior Joey Woody put the
finishing touches on perhaps the
greatest career in the history of
UNI track and field by winning the 400meter hurdles at the the NCAA Division
I Outdoor Championships in
Bloomington, Indiana. Woody, from
Iowa City, clocked 48.59 seconds, the
fastest time by -a collegian this year. He
holds school records in the 110-meter
hurdles (13.63 seconds), 400-meter
dash (46.46) and the 400-meter hurdles
(48.59).
Teammate Juri Rovan finished fourth
in the pole vault, clearing 17 feet, 8-3/ 4
inches. As a team, UNI finished 17ththe first top-20 finish since moving to
Division I competition.
"This is everything I hoped it would
be," Woody said after his
championship performance. "This has
been my five-year race for me. I finally
got my number one."
At the Drake Relays, Woody set a
meet record in the 400-meter hurdles

Sone LL BREAKS EVEN
THROUGH COLD, WINDY
G
The UNI softball team finished 2929, seventh place in the Missouri
Valley Conference, playing through an
unseasonably cold and windy spring.
Sisters Jen Dean (third base) and Jody
Dean (outfield), along with Jackie
Paulus (second base) garnered first
team all-conference honors. Outfielder
Amber Sampson was named to the
second team. Jody Dean set school
records for runs (48) , hits (66) , home
runs (12), runs batted in (44) and total
bases (116).
Despite a disappointing early exit
from the conference tournament, the
Panthers are optimistic about 1998, as
the Dean sisters and the entire
pitching staff return.
20

(49.44) and finished second in the
110-meter hurdles. "Joey was the
showstopper at Drake," says head
coach Chris Bucknam. "He
obliterated the field in the 400
hurdles. "
Woody was a two-time Missouri
Valley Conference track qthlete of
the year. In the 1997 MVC meet in
March, Woody's incredible day
included victories in the 400 and 110
hurdles, a second-place showing in
the 400-meter dash, and running the
anchor leg in the Panthers' victorious
4 x 400-meter relay. He also ran a
leg on the third-place 4 x 100 relay.
Eight members of the UNI women's
track team earned all-conference
honors. Denise Sauerbrei ended her
collegiate career in impressive style,
finishing second in both the 100 and
200-meter dash. Rhonda Eiben earned
her fifth all-conference honor by
anchoring the 4 x 400 relay. Teammates
Michelle Surber, April Stepanek and
Jessica Fisher ran legs of the allconference effort. Brenda Fleishman
took third in the 100-meter dash,
setting a school record of 14.67
seconds. Surber ran a career-best in the
400-meter hurdles. Jenny Jackson took
third in the 800-meters and Andrea
Miller placed second in the shot put.

As a team, the UNI men finished
third behind in a close contest behind
Indiana State and Illinois State, trailing
the champions by just nine points. The
women finished sixth in a very
competitive conference meet.
Five Panther men claimed five
individual championships, with Jay
Brock winning his second-straight
3000-meter steeplechase title, Eric
Potter taking the 800, the 4x400 team
comprising Woody, Jon Judisch, Brent
Mclagan and Matt Mullenix, plus
Woody's two hurdle victories. Juri
Rovan-who also qualified for the
NCAA meet in the pole vault-finished
second with a vault of 16-5-1/ 2.

PANTHER BASEBALL SETS RECORD FOR WJNS
The University of Northern Iowa
Panther baseball team finished its
finest season ever with a schoolrecord 32 wins against 23 losses (18-8
and second place in the Missouri
Valley Conference regular season).
Despite an early exit after two losses
in the conference tournament, head
coach Dave Schrage has taken the
program from the bottom of the
conference to a championship
contender, a feat which earned him
his second MVC Coach of the Year
honor.

First baseman Brian Jergensen was
named MVC Player of the Year and
first-team all-conference after hitting
.374 with 14 homers, 12 doubles and
a school-record 66 runs batted in. He
is the first Panther player to win the
honor. He also became the all-time
Panther leader with 208 hits.
Outfielder Josh Dunham was named
second team all-conference. Pitchers
Steve Beard and Scott Sobkowiak
anchored a solid pitching staff, which
yielded an average of one run fewer
per game than one year ago.

~i'.~·: .-
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EIGHT PANTHERS TOPS IN CONFERENCE
Five University of Northern Imva student-athletes and three coaches
\Vere named Missouri Valley Conference Player of the Year in their
sports during the 1996-97
year. This is believed to he
the most annual honors ever
a\varcJecJ to athletes from an
inc.livic.lual school. Two
seniors were drafted hy
professional teams: Declric
Ward, a senior from Cedar
Rapids. \Vas drafted in the
NFL·s third round hy the
Ne\\· York Jets. Brian
Jergensen. a senior from
LaCrescent, Minnesota. was
drafted in the 25th round of
Major League Baseball 's
amateur draft. The Panther
athletes and coaches of the
year:
Dedric Ware.I, senior,
football
Jason Daisy, senior,
Ward
basketball
Joey Woody, senior, track

Daisy

Schrage

Rouan
Juri Rovan, junior, field
Brian Jergensen. senior, baseball

Jerge11se11
Miller

Coaches:
Eldon Miller, basketball
Dave Schrage. baseball
Terry Allen. football
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Koob promises action after Philadelphia Volunteer Summit

I

n the aftermath of a national
summit on volunteerism,
University of Northern Iowa
President Bob Koob has requested
federal funding to allow UNI to make
a bigger difference in resolving
pervasive social problems.
Koob was part of a delegation
representing the Waterloo-Cedar Falls
area at the Presidents' Summit on
America's Future, held in April in
Philadelphia. The Summit was chaired
by General Colin Powell, and was
attended by President Bill Clinton and
former presidents Ford, Carter and
Bush. Waterloo was one of a group of
140 smaller or rural communities

nationally that Summit organizers
recommended for representation.
Koob was one of 11 local delegates
selected.
Following the summit, UNI
requested federal seed money to
create a Community Coalition to
Address Pervasive Social Problems.
The long-term grant project would
coordinate volunteers to help break
the cycle of bigotry, poverty and
violence that seems ingrained in many
of our communities. Iowa
Congressman Jim Nussle says "putting
volunteer efforts back into our
communities is what President
Clinton's summit was all about. I

know Bob Koob understands that
concept. Human services need to be
provided individually to people,
rather than supplied generically. This
is a project that has local support,
provides the required local leadership
and could have national significance."
"UNI can contribute throughout the
Midwest region ," Koob says. "In our
students we have an excellent
resource for contributing toward the
solution or resolution in a number of
pervasive social issues. It's very
exciting that our students care about
the people around them. "

UNI

A

telephone isn't the most glamorous piece of
technology in a typical University of Northern Iowa
office or residence hall room. But beginning in May,
a state-of-the-art telephone system vastly improves the
communication capabilities from those venerable devices.
UNI had been served since the mid '70s by an AT&T
phone system that was designed for basic voice functions ,
but installed years before the boom in fax machines,
Internet service, modems and high-speed data
transmissions. To meet the growing demands and to
accommodate future growth, UNI purchased an all-new,
$2.9 million system from Lucent Technologies, an AT&T
spinoff company. The system, installed after more than a
year of evaluating features and proposals from various
vendors, allows voice messaging, high-speed data
transmission, sophisticated conference calling options.
In all, two semi-truckloads of phones, switches, wiring
and equipment were delivered and installed-a new
telephone for every office and residence room on campus.
A massive amount of phone routing and transmission
programming was installed into the central system.
"The old system had reached its capacity," says Randy
Hayes, UNI voice system administrator. "It was difficult to
maintain and replacement parts were scarce. The new
system provides UNI with a state-of-the-art
telecommunications platform. "
22

Museum
creates
historic
coverlet
The Friends of the
University of
Northern Iowa
Museum have
created awoven
coverlet depicting
images from UN l's
history. The 100percent cotton
coverlet features scenes taken from photographs from UNI archives, such as a
circa 1908 Seerley Hall and the long-gone South, Central and North Hall. Sales
of the coverlet will help support Museum programming and activities. Cost:
$45.00 plus $5.00 shipping and handling.Colors: Navy, Willliamsburg Blue or
Forest Green.To order this limited-edition coverlet, call or write the UNI
Museum, UNI, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0199. Phone:319-273-2188.
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Al l Day

Alumni
Association
Board of
Directors
Meeting,
Location
TBA.
Foundation
Boa rd of
Trustees
Meeting, Location TBA.

3:30 p .m. Alumni Association Annual
Meeting, Location TBA. Al l
alumni are invited.
5:30 p.m. All-Alumni Reception•, The
Commons Porch. Special
guests: Classes of 1957,
1967 and 1972.
7:00 p .m. Cla of 1957 Re union
Dinner•, The Great
Reading Room, Seerley
Hall.

11:30 a. m. Ho mecoming Tailgate•,
U I-Dome South Plaza.
Presented jointly by the
U I Alumni Association
and UNI Athletic Club.

8:00 p.m. Bonfire/ Pep Rally, South
Art Lot (south of UNIDome). Rain location Maucker Union
Midnight

Campa niling, Campanile
Plaza.

S u ay Oc obe 18
8:00 a. m. Class of 1957 Re union
Breakfast•, Royal Oak
Room, Maucker nion.
10:00 a.m. 1997 Homecoming Parade,
from Cedar Falls High, up
College Street to Campbell
Hall.

12:30 p.m. Ho mecoming Carillon
Recital, Robert Byrnes,
niversity Carillonne ur,
Campanile.
1:30 p.m. Homecoming Game: UNI
Panthers vs. Youngstown
State, U I-Dome. For
tickets call 319-273-DOME.
Pre-game: Lux Medallion
Presentations

*Events designated with an asterisk
require registration, please complete
and return form below.
1997 Homecoming eve nts on line at l
http://www.uni.edu/ alumni.
For additional info rmatio n call 319273-AL M or 888- I-AL M.

-·cs
s..

I/we a re planning to attend:
_ _ All-Alumni Reception

(__ at $10 each)

_ _ Class of 1957 Re union Dinner

( _ at $30 each)

_ _ Class of 1957 Reunio n Breakfast ( _ at $5 each)
_ _ Homecoming Tailgate

( _ FREE)

Total amount enclosed

$_ _

cu
s::::

Q.)

ame(s) _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class year(s)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please return form and payment no later than October 3
to: University of Northe rn Iowa Alumni Association, Attn:
1997 Homecoming Registration, 204 Commons, Cedar

l lls:--~--~0:1:-02=-----------------------------------------------------------Fa
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Alumni Association sets course for 21st century

fHecutive Director

by Michael R. Armbrecht, '90, President

The campus is fill ed with anticipati on
and excitement this summer as we prepare
for th e ground breaking of th e Performin g
Arts Center and the
opening of th e new
Wellness Center. Both
of th ese buildings have
been long awaited and
are, in part, th e result
of the efforts of the
alumni of the
University of Northern
Iowa. The alumni of this institution have
been instrumental in helping secure the
funding for these important projects. To
those wh o generously shared your tim e,
resources and efforts in making th ese
buildings a reality, we thank you.
Summer also brings new students and
th eir parents
THE UNIVERSITY OF to campus for
summer
orientation.
This activity is
always
invigorating as
we watch the
students
register for
classes, find
their way around campus and meet new
fri ends.The Alumni Associati on assists with
ori entati on throu gh our Student Alumni
Ambassadors, an organizati on of UNI
students wh o visit with new students and
th eir parents about UNI and the rol e of
UNI alumni in serving and promoting the
University.
Elsewh ere in this issue of Northern Iowa
Today you will find informati on about th e
1997 Homecoming festivities and Family
Fest weekend.The theme of this year's
celebration is "Come Together:' Please
contact your classmates and fri ends and
"Come Togeth er" for this weekend
celeb rati on.We look forward to seeing you
on campus.
Stay in touch.

ASSOCIATION

c/1~

Noreen Herm ansen, '71
Executive Director
Universi ty of North ern Iowa Alumni
Associati on
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hange. Although
this word , along
with restru cture
and re- engineering, is
increasingly over-used
and over-applied, it is a
truism regarding the
University of Northern
Iowa Alumni
Association. For the past five years I have
had the privilege of serving on the Alumni
Associati on Board of Directors, and for the
last three, as a member of th e Executive
Committee. During this peri od the Alumni
Associati on has worked diligently to
establish its identity and to chart a course
for the 21st century. This course calls for
alumni , together with th e Alumni
Associati on, to take a more active role in
shaping th e University's future. This
partn ership w ill not only serve as a
benchmark of the University's success, but
also as a means by whi ch its programs and
services will continually be improved.
If the Alumni Association is to play an
important role in the future of UNI, however,
its membership must continue to grow. In
order to increase its membership, the
Associati on has worked hard to increase its
visibility and to expand its membership
benefits. Appearin g now bi-annually,
beginning this issue, the UNI Alumni World
will appear in the magazine edition of the
Northern Iowa Today as part of this effort. In
addition, the Alumni Association is in the
process of realigning and revitalizing its
Charter Club network and has entered into
mutually benefi cial relati onships with oth er
University-affiliated departm ents and
organizations to better serve th e University's
and our members' needs.
The Alumni Association will o ffer to its
members for th e first tim e this fall ,a
13-month UNI Calendar. This beautiful,
full-color calendar will feature photographs

of the UNI campus and list all Alumni
Associati on-sponsored events, along w ith
athleti c, music, th eatre and other special
University events. The Associati on will also
continue to expand its line of exciting UNI
merchandise like th e diploma frame, UNI
screensaver and UNI Panther return address
labels.
Since th e beginning of I 997, new alumni
clubs have been chartered in Davenport
and Dubuque, Iowa. The Alumni
Assoc iati on will continue to look at the
ever- changing populati on distri bution of
UNI alumni to determine where other new
clubs may be form ed. In areas where
form al Charter Clubs are not form ed,
special one-day events may be planned.
For the past several years, the Alumni
Associati on has partnered with the
Universi ty of North ern Iowa Parents
Associati on (UNIPA) , to help University
lobbying efforts in the Iowa State
Legislature. So far, efforts in this area have
been very successful. The legislature has
provided support for UNl's new wellness
center, th e performing arts center and most
recently, th e renovati on of Lang Hall. The
Alumni Associati on thanks all wh o have
played a part in these efforts. The Alumni
Association is also partn erin g with the
University's Office of Placement & Career
Servi ces to establish an alumni placement
position. Alth ough not possible at this tim e,
this position will one day provide services
to alumni wh o desire a career change or
who are vocati onally displaced.
The course set forth will be challenging,
but th e benefits to the University and
alumni immense. As I end my tenure as
president, I look forward to th e benefits of
being a member of the University of
North ern Iowa Alumni Associati on in the
21st century. I hope you will join me and
share in the excitement and enjoyment of
the journey.

Student Alumni Ambassadors named outstanding service
organization of the year
The University of North ern Iowa Student Alumni Ambassadors (SAA) were recognized as
the "Outstanding Servi ce Organization of the Year" at the 1996-97 annual student
organizati on awards ceremony. The award , presented annually by the Student Activities
Office and the Division of Student Services, recognizes student organizati ons for th eir
outstanding service to the University of North ern Iowa. The Ambassadors also won th e
award in 1993, 1994 and 1995.
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Alumni, faculty named 1997 Heritage Honours awardees
CLASS OF 1943 OUTSTANDING
TEACHING AWARD

Thomas Lindsay, associate
professor of political science
Ask students what they think of this
professor,and the comments are varied-but
all in the same extraordinarily positive vein.
"He has vision;' they note on end-of-the-year
comment forms. Clearly, Lindsay's students
are impressed ,and they rave about his
classes."He knows what he's talking about;'
"Lindsay doesn't just talk at us, he talks with
us;' and "He is the best professor I've ever
had;' are common, even low-key, among the
over-and-beyond
notations made by his
students.
His career here has
been, in every sense,
successful. Most
recently he received
the Outstanding
Teacher Award from
the College o f Social and Behavioral
Sciences, but there have been many more
honors and recognitions. Lindsay is the
recipient o f two Dean's Challenge Grant
awards, the UNI Research Fellowship Award,
two Earhart Foundation Research Fellowship
grants,and an NEH Research Fellowship
Grant.
Lindsay came to the University o f
Northern Iowa in 1989 as an assistant
professor in the Department o f Political
Science. He received tenure in 1992. He
graduated summa cum laude with a
bachelor's degree in political science from
Northern Illinois University. He went on to
earn a master's in political science from that
same university, and later a doctorate from
the University of Chicago.
He sums up his scholarly activity and
dedication to teaching this way:"While
individual wealth and honor shrink when
shared, knowledge multiplies through
distribution:'

MCKAY FACULTY RESEARCH
AWARD

John Smith, professor of education
John Smith began his teaching career as
a high school instructor in Guanare,
Venezuela, in 1964,after earning his
undergraduate degree from the University o f

Wisconsin-Madison. He continued from
there, forging a trail o f excellence and
dedication to his field and his students.
In 1969, he earned a master's in IberoAmerican studies from UWM and, three
years later, was awarded his doctorate in
educational policy studies,also from UWM.
During those years, he also taught as a
teaching assistant and
visiting lecturer at the
university.
Smith came to the
University of Northern
Iowa in 1971 as an
assistant professor, and
has been here ever
since, teaching in the
Department of Educational Psychology and
Foundations.
Smith has authored more than 40 articles
and book chapters, published two books,
and made dozens of presentations around
the world.Among his numerous
accomplishments and activities,Smith can
count being charter member o f the Iowa
Academy of Education, Fine Foundation; a
reviewer o f manuscripts for Teachers College
Press; and a member of the Editorial
Advisory Board, Qualitative Inquiry
In nominating him for the McKay Faculty
Research Award, his department head, Barry
J. Wilson, wrote:"Dr.Smith is a .. . versatile and
masterful teacher, certainly among the best
in our department:'

community as well.At UNI, he has served on
the Faculty Senate, Faculty Welfare
Committee, Athletic Council and StudentAthlete Assistance Program. Further, he is
involved on several departmental and
college-wide faculty and administrative
searches, the Professional Assessment
Committee and Faculty Council.
He has been coordinator o f the
Accounting Department for a full decade,
and is responsible for beginning the College
o f Business Administration Advisory Council.
He also founded the college's newsletter and
the accounting resume book.
His external service has been evidenced
through his time with the Iowa Accountancy
Examining Board, which he chaired for
seven of the nine years he served . He is a
board member and past president o f the
Iowa Society o f CPAs, coordinator o f the CPA
exam for Iowa since 198 1 and is now
coordinator o f the exam for the National
Association of State Board o f Accountancy
in NewYork.
Halverson earned his bachelor's degree
from Luther College, his master's in business
education from UNI,and his OBA from
Indiana University. He came to UNI in 1963,
after working as a high school teacher in
accounting, math and business law in other
Iowa cities.

Alumni Achievement Awards
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

1997 OUTSTANDING SERVICE
AWARD

Steven Pattee
Janet Pattee Chu

Gayton Halverson, professor of
accounting

Steven Pattee

Being a university professor is not a
typical 9-to-5 job.There is the time inside the
classroom but, more than that, there is
preparation for lectures, there are papers to
evaluate, and there are
office hours for
working one-on-one
with students.Anyone
who finds time to do
anything more is
certainly worthy of
recognition.
Gaylon Halverson,
quite simply, has gone above and beyond.
His record o f "doing more" includes not only
service to the University, but to the

Steven Pattee loves the entire process o f
learning and teaching,and that love has
been evident throughout his career. He
earned a B.A. in education from Iowa State
Teacher's College in
1925, and began
teaching at Lacey
Consolidated School.
He also served as
principal during his
two-year tenure there.
He accepted a
...._
position as principal at
Van Meter High School, and then moved on
to Colesburg High School. From 1929 to
1968, he was a biology teacher within the
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1997 Heritage Honours awardees, continued
Cedar Rapids School district.At the same
time, he earned an M.A. in education from
the University o f Iowa.
During his teaching years, Pattee shared
his knowledge and expertise with thousands
of students. But he also worked outside the
schools,giving selflessly of his time and
talents. Organizations who were proud to
have his help include Justice Center in
Boulder, Colorado, where he tutored
detainees; the Colorado Ecological
Academy; National Retired Teachers
Association; the Audubon Club in Cedar
Rapids; and the Nature Conservancy in both
Colorado and Iowa.

Janet Pattee Chu
Although Steven Pattee is retired now, his
efforts live on through
his daughter,Janet
Pattee Chu,who
graduated from Iowa
State Teachers College
in 1957,and began an
illustrious career that
spanned four decades.
She began teaching
science at the junior-high level in Ohio after
earning her bachelor's degree, eventually
moving to Boulder, Colorado, to teach at the
high school level in 1964. In 1967,she also
became associated w ith Fairview High
School in the Boulder area.
By 1971 Janet was named science
department chairperson at Boulder High
School,and in 1989 became assistant to the
principal for curriculum and instruction. In
1994 she was named coordinator o f the
International Baccalaureate,a program she
initiated at Fairview High School.
This work is obviously important to her.
On top o f teaching, Chu also developed new
testing methods for b iology students,
managed a I ,000-acre school forest for
students, wrote nearly $20,000 in grants,
managed budgets for staff development,and
created the Professional Enrichment
Program for her colleagues.And she kept
learning herself; earning her master o f
science-teaching degree from Antioch
College in Yellow Springs, Ohio; and her
education specialist degree in curriculum ,
administration and supervision, from the
University o f Colorado-Denver. Her doctorate
in that same area was earned from the
University o f Colorado.
"I was greatly influenced by my father;'
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notes Chu in her biography for the Amgen
award ."He taught me the value o f hard work,
honesty and service to others:·

help with just about anything at just about
any time.

DISTINGUISHED LEADERSHIP
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Robert A. Crane
A thorough and deft blend o f both mind
and body have added up to success for
Robert Crane. He is, as one o f his nominators
noted,"a whole person:·
·
Crane was,during his early years,a gifted
athlete who briefly played baseball on the
professional level, a member o f the U S.Track
Team, and was highly ranked in racquetball.
He graduated from State College of Iowa in
1962,after majoring in both math and
physical education. Crane then entered the
Officer Candidate School for the Marine
Corps, was commissioned a second
lieutenant and retired as a colonel in 1989.
His career w ith the military included two
tours to Guantanamo Bay,Cuba, three tours
to Vietnam and one tour to Okinawa,Japan.
Among his aw ards are two purple hearts and
Vietnamese Crosses of Gallantry
His superiors in the military heaped on
praise, noting that his loyalty and untiring
devotion to duty were
unparalleled.They also
credit Crane with
developing and
implementing a highly
complex system which
manages the Marines'
inventory
Although he was
busy w ith the military, Crane found time to
earn his MBA from the University o f
Northern Iowa, helping to prepare him for
his next career move which came in 1989.
He joined Sprint in Kansas City.where he
worked for six years as an assistant vice
president. He is now vice president of the
information technology department for
Employers Reinsurance Corporation in
Overland Park, Kansas, and also serves as
chairman o f the GE Capital World Wide
Quality Council. In fact, that organization
bestowed upon Crane its Pinnacle Award in
1996, recognizing his vast achievements at
ERC.
Even his neighbors laud his efforts, for
entertaining their children.acting as
surrogate grandfather, changing tires and
helping to build playhouses. But mostly they
just appreciate his continuing w illingness to

Judy Heiman Gaze
A captain in the U.S. Navy. Judy Heiman
Gaze proudly serves as one of that
organization's highest ranking females. Her
distinguished military career began in 1973,
after she graduated from the University of
Northern Iowa w ith honors. She was
commissioned in 1974,and began her first
assignment in Corpus Christi,Texas,as
personnel officer and later as assistant
administrative o fficer.
In 1979, Gaze earned her MBA from
National University.and was named
valedictorian o f her class. Later, in 1986, she
was named Officer of
the Year by the Federal
Executive Board. She
went on to becom e
the first female
executive o fficer of the
naval station at Pearl
Harbor. Gaze was
eventually assigned as
assistant chief of staff for military housing in
San Diego,where she managed and
maintained the nearly 8,000 homes for all
active duty military personnel in that city.
Her leadership in this position was
exemplary, and her superiors described her
as an outstanding leader, a skilled manager,
and a true winner.A testament to her
achievements, Gaze was also recommended
for early section to Flag rank.
After more than two decades w ith the
military, Gaze is now the Navy's commander
o f the Personnel Support Activity in San
Diego. She has been, throughout her career,
showered with praise and aw ards, receiving
the Legion of Merit, Meritorious Service
Medal with three gold stars, Navy
commendation with gold star, and two
awards of the National Defense Service
m odel.

YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD

Deborah Vangellow
The University o f Northern Iowa has
always been proud of its student-athletes,
who consistently perform well both on and
off the playing field. Deborah Vangellow is
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no exception in either arena.
A student-athlete at UNI from 198 1 to
1986,Vangellow earned varsity letters in the
women's track and
field program. She also
worked within the
Department of
Intercollegiate
Athletics, helping to
manage many special
events. She graduated
from the University in
1986, with a bachelor's in education, and
went on to earn a master o f science from
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, two years
later.Vangellow returned to UNI in 1991 as
head women's golf coach and residence hall
coordinator before accepting a position as
program coordinator o f the Japanese
"Superlady" project at the Kathy Whitworth
Golf Academy in Texas.
Later,in 1995,she was selected as coach
of the Sports For Understanding golf team
which traveled to Holland.
Vangellow is now the golf projects
coordinator for Heritage of Golf Corporation,
and golf school coordinator and instructor
for the Heritage School of Golf in Houston,
Texas. Her duties include instructing various
courses, organizing corporate outings and
tournaments, and serving as a contributing
writer to Corporate Golfer Magazine and
Houston Golfer Magazine.

ALUMNI SERVICE AWARD

William Rainbow
Colleagues o f William Rainbow are
clearly impressed by this man.Adjectives like
"perfect;"'outstanding;"'inspiring" and
"excellent" dot his nomination forms for the
Heritige Honours award.
A Cedar Falls native, Rainbow majored in
physical education at Iowa State Teachers
College and graduated in 1952.On an
interesting note, the
land on which the
University's Lab School
and three of the
residence halls stand
was once owned by
Rainbow's father.
For two years,
Rainbow was a coach
in Toledo, Iowa, and Rolfe, Iowa. He moved
on to Cedar Rapids then, where he taught
math and coached golf and football at
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Washington High School. He was named
Iowa coach of the Year in 196 1, and
Mississippi Valley Conference Coach o f the
Year in 1965.
Rainbow then turned his interests to the
administrative field.After earning a doctorate
from the University of Iowa in 1969, Rainbow
served as summer school and inservice
director, and then principal of Kennedy High
School until 1977. During his tenure there, he
was named Outstanding High School
Principal o f Iowa. After leaving Kennedy. he
became executive director of secondary
education in Cedar Rapids, until his
retirement in 1990.His greatest achievement,
however, came one year prior to retirement.
He worked tirelessly through 1989 to
promote the passing o f the school bond
issue for the construction of three new
gymnasiums in Cedar Rapids.
His work outside the school building has
included serving as a board member on the
Grant Wood Area Education Agency, and
working with United Way Rainbow also
writes occasional education-related articles
for the Cedar Rapids Gazette.

FRIEND OF THE UNIVERSITY

Donald Lindaman
Although he cannot count himself
among the graduates of the University o f
Northern Iowa, Donald Lindaman is a proud
and consistent supporter of the University
and its programs.
The CEO of Flrstar Bank served as an
adviser to the dean o f the College of
Business during its successful accreditation
effort several years ago, and he continued to

support the college as a representative to the
Dean's Advisory Council. He also has worked
with the Placement Office and Department
of Finance to develop internships and co-op
assignments for UNI students with an interest
in financial services.
In 1992, Lindaman proposed
development of a business lecture series and
scholarships within the College o f Business.
With help from the
UNI Foundation,
Lindaman eventually
raised $250,000 for this
project. As a result, the
college has been
presenting a lecture
symposium each fall
since 1993. Further, the
money raised allows the college to annually
o ffer $3,000 in student scholarships within
the areas o f finance and accounting.
Lindaman also believes in giving to his
surrounding community He is president of
the Sartori Hospital Foundation Board,a
member o f the Hawkeye Community
College Foundation Board, and the Cedar
Valley United Way Foundation Board .Also
benefiting from his membership are the
Cedar Falls Kiwanis Club, the YMCA,
American Red Cross United Way Building
Board,Sartori Hospital Community Relations
Committee and the Cedar Falls Community
Theater. Lindaman served as city treasurer
for two decades and is a past executive
board member and treasurer of the Cedar
Valley Economic Development Corporation.
Lindaman is a graduate o f the University
o f Wisconsin Graduate School of Banking.

Alumni Association seeks alumni volunteers
The Alumni Association is currently seeking alumni volunteers to speak ( over the
telephone) with UNI students about their career and/or allow a student to shadow them fo r
a day It is not an employment referral or placement service. It merely brings students and
alumni together fo r informal consultation and exchange of ideas.
The Alumni Association is also seeking alumni volunteers to serve as ambassadors for
their cities to UNI students considering relocating to their area.
If you would be interested in volunteering for one or both opportu nities, please forward
your name, address, home and/or work pho ne, e-mail address, employer's name and
position title to : The University o f Northern Iowa Alumni Association,Attn: Alumni
Volunteers, 204 Commons, Cedar Falls, IA 506 14-0284. Or call Bradley Halverson, assistant
director o f alumni relations, toll-free at 888-UNI-ALUM or locally at 319-273-ALUM. Or send
an e-mail to alumni@uni.edu, subject Alumni Volunteer.
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Marketing research project recommends NEW
Alumni Association benefits

A

project by a UNI marketing class
researched reasons why University
of Northern Iowa alumni choose to
join or not join th e UNI Alumn i
Associati on. During th e 1996-97 school year,
32 UNI juniors and seni ors in two secti ons
of Kadiampatti N. Rajendran's, marketin g
research class developed th e research
questi onnaire after consultin g with Bradley
Halverson (B.A. '95), assistant director of
alumni relati ons. The class surveyed Alumni
Association members and nonmembers
alike.
The class researchers th en went to work
to develop surveys to find out UNI alumni
values, interests, attitud es, beliefs and
perceptions about th e Alumni Association,
Alumni Association membership including
benefits, programs and services, and loyalty
to th e University of Northern Iowa. At the
same tim e.sample populations were
developed by Rajendran and Halverson
from which the researchers would derive
their random samples. In November, th e
researchers took th eir surveys to th e
phones wh en th ey called more th an 500
UNI graduates, representing each of UN I's
six undergraduate colleges, living in the
state of Iowa.
The unanimous recommendation of th e
researchers, based on th eir extensive
telephone interviews and testing of data,
was for the Alumni Associati on to develop
membership benefit packages that, while
not inclusive, would be targeted to specifi c
age groups of alumni, as well as their
geographic locati on (in or out of th e state
of Iowa.) Suggestions from the researchers
for future benefits included a guide to UNI
faculty and staff presenters, career
placement and relocation assistance, and
access to the Alumni Association web site.
Other recommendati ons included
contacting alumni about associati on
membership sooner after graduati on and
communicating membership benefits,
programs and services better, to all UNI
alumni.
The marketin g researchers
recommendati ons and findings will be
addressed by Halverson and th e Alumni
Association's Marketing/M ember Services
Com mittee in the year ahead, with th e goal
of developing future benefits, programs and
services. Questions or comments about th e
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marketing research project, as well as
current/future associati on membership
benefi ts, programs and services, may be
forward ed to Halverson in care of th e UNI
Alumni Association .at 888-UN I-ALUM .
Special thank you to Raj endran and his
dedicated team of stud ent marketing
researchers for all of their Jiard work on
th is project. Fall 1996 marketing research
students were Anna Baas, Mike
Bauercamper,Julie Bies, Nicole Blocklin ger,

Chris Boysen.Aaron Casler, Konrad
Christensen, Brian Clark,Troy Conroy, Chris
Crom , Clint Epperly, Karen Fenske, Kyle
Genkinger,Ti na Hamilton, Manny
Hernandez, Courtney Hicks, Gretchen Hoyt,
Brent Hugen, Wendy Johnson, Lana
Krukow, Brad Li lienthal.Justin Markwardt,
Mike Morton .Sarah Patrick.Ji ll Recker,
Chad Reedy, Robert Scoville. Tamara Taylor,
Nicholas Thilges, John Tracy, Becki Venema
and Matthew Walthart.

1997-98 University of Northern Iowa Alumni Clubs

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
July 16

Dubuque Golf Outing/Dinner

February

August 2

Des Moines- pregame dinner and
Iowa Barnstormers game
Kansas City

February

August

February

Cedar Valley dinner theatre (dateto be
announced)
Council Bluffs/Omaha (date to coincide
with UNI-Creighton basketball game)
DesMoines (date to coincide with
UNI-Drake basketball game)
UNI Alumni Association Board of
Directorsmeeting

September 10 New York City luncheon

February

October 17

February 27-28
March 1-2
Missouri Valley Conference basketball
tournament, St. Louis
March
Dallas

October 18
October 25

UNI Alumni Association Board of
Directors meeting
All Alumni Reception
Reunions: classes of 1972, 1967 and
1957
Homecoming- UNI Alumni
Association Tailgate
Pregame tailgate- UNI vs. Cal Poly
SLO football game at San LuisObispo,
California

November
November

Twin Cities
UNI Alumni Association Board of
Directorsmeeting
November 18 Mason City
December 7
December 9

January
January
January
January

April 18

Washington, D.C. (to coincide with
Cherry Blossom Festival)
Heritage HonoursAwardsBanquet
UNI Alumni Association Board of
Directors meeting

May
May 7-9

Northeast Wisconsin
Class of 1948 50-Year Golden Reunion

June
June

Cedar Valley golf outing and dinner
Chicago (Ravinia in the Park; date to
be set when concert season is
established)
Class of 1938 60-year reunion

April

Chicago Holiday brunch
BusTrip, Cedar Rapids-IowaCity to
UNI-Iowa basketball game in Iowa City

June 5

San Francisco
Los Angeles
Phoenix
Legislative breakfast, DesMoines

Some datessubject to adjustment. Watch your
mailbox for detailed event information. Or call the UNI
Office of Alumni Relationsat 1-888-UNI-ALUM (888864-2586).
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Announcing the 1997-98 purple and old gol season!
Here's just a small sample of the places you'll be
seeing lots of purple and old gold this year, when
you become a member
of the University of
Northern Iowa Alumni
Association:
UNI Calendar
A beautiful, four-color, 13month calendar featuring
photographs of the
University of Northern Iowa campus.
Contains information about Alumni Association
membership and important University dates. May be purchased
individually for $10 each. (See form below)
All members will receive their I 997-98 UNI Calendar in early September.

UNI Panther home football
games
Create your own mini-season
of exciting 1997 Panther
football action and save 50%
off the regular adult single
ticket prices. Select any
three home football games
and purchase up to four
mini-season ticket packages for only $24
each. To purchase your mini-season ticket package
present your membership card at the UNI-Dome NE Ticket Office or
call 319-273-DOME.

1997 Schedule
September 6
September 13
September 20
September 27

October4
October 11
October 18

at Iowa
Mankato State
at McNeese State
Southern Illinois
(Family
Weekend)*
at Illinois State
at Western Illinois
Youngstown State
(Homecoming)*

October 25
November 1
November8
November 15

at Cal Poly SLO
at SW Missouri
State
Southern Utah
Indiana State

*Mini-season football ticket
package does not include both
Family Weekend and
Homecoming games.

Membership Application and UNI Calendar Order
Form
Please reserve
1997-98 UNI calendars for me at $10 each.
_ Please send me my FREE 1997-98 UNI calendar and sign me up for an
annual alumni association membership.
_ $25 Individual
_ $30 Joint
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _Zip _ _ _ _ __

Theatre UNI/UNI Lyric Theatre
performances
Take $6.50 off the regular adult
season ticket price of $42 to
Theatre UNI/UNI Lyric
Theatre's 1997/98 season,
Epoch Noise. Alumni
Association members may
also take $1.00 off of the regular
adult single ticket price to individual Theatre
UNI/UNI Lyric Theatre performances.
Present your membership card at the Theatre UNI Box Office in the
Strayer-Wood Theatre or call 319-273-6381 to purchase tickets.

1997-98 Season
September 25-28
October 9-12, 16-19
November 13-15,20-23
January 23-25
March 5-8
April 17-19,23-26

And the Rocks Cry Out
A Sudden loss of Altitude
Noises Off
Suor Angelica
A little Night Music
Medea

UNI Artists Series-sponsored
productions
Purchase one adult season
ticket to the 1997-98 Artists
Series season for $70 and get
the second at 50% off. Plus,
get two complimentary
tickets to the October 15, 1997,
Simon Estes Concert. Alumni
Association members will also
receive one complimentary ticket to the February 16,
1998, Nai Ni Chi Dance performance when they purchase one at the
regular adult single ticket price. For tickets call 319-273-2725
(afternoons only).

1997-98 Season
October 15
October 20
November 7

Simon Estes
Children's Theatre
Artaria Quartet

December 11
February 16
March 9
March 30

La Negra
Nai Ni Chi Dance
Edgar Meyer
Vermeer Quartet

NOTE: Current members of the Alumni Association may purchase membersonly discount tickets at anytime. Be sure to mention you are a member of the
University of Northern Iowa Alumni Association when placing your order.

Methods of Payment
Check-Please make checks payable to the University of Northern Iowa
Alumni Association
D Credit Card
Please charge my:
_The University of Northern Iowa Alumni Association MBNA America
MasterCard
Other MasterCard
Discover
Visa
Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

Expiration Date_/_ Signature

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_

Please include my name in the Member E-Directory on the Alumni
Association's WWW home page.

Return order form and payment to:The University of Northern Iowa Alumni
Association, Attn: Member Services, 204 Commons, Cedar Falls, IA
50614-0284. Or call 319-273-ALUM or 888-UNI-ALUM with credit card
information.
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, 5 8Roger Henningsen, BA, was

' 2 6 Edna Lois Wheeler Womeldorff, 2yr, is a retired school teacher in
Tallahassee, FL. She has traveled to
Scandinavia, Germany and Israel.

, 3 1 Opal Bagstad Palmer, 2-yr, taught
kindergarten for 25 years. While
teaching she received two sabbatica ls, one a
trip ',!\round the World " and the other a trip
'il\round the USA." She has since retired to
San Diego.

,4

2Dorothy Hoeger, BA, publishes

books, primarily for children, under
pseudonym Ann Doro. Her latest work , Tw in
Pickle, was released by Henry Holt in 1996.
She writes for a number of children's
magazines.some adu lt publications and for
TV. Her poetry is also published in quarterlies
and anthologies.

' 5 1 Homer C. Sherm~. BA, is retiring
after 30 years on th e Northern
Illinois University faculty. He is already busy
with new projects, curren tly is working on the
Tysdal-Berg One Room Schoolhouse Project,
in which the rural schoolhouse will be
restored and brought back to life on th e NIU
cam pus.

presented an award from th e Iowa
High School Athletic Association for his
outstanding con tribution to school activities.
He has been a teacher, coach, high school
principal , athleti c director for th e past 31
years at Albert City-Truesdale.
Lois Lepper Nassen, 2-yr, of West Des
Moines, received th e Iowa Music Teachers
Association Distinguished Service Award in
1996.

, 5 9wmiam L. Kibbie, BA, recen tly
retired from the Cedar Rapids school
district after 37 years of servi ce.

' 6 ODan Balk, BA, MA '66, th e former
athl etic director at Ku emper High
School in Carroll , received th e Bernie Saggau
Award of Merit from the Iowa High School
Ath leti c Association. He has been a member
of th e Ku emper staff since 1960.
James Gorham, BA, joined an elite group of
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance agents
who have surpassed $100 million in career
sales on over 3,200 policies.He resides with
his fami ly in Washington.

Hills, CA, was inducted into the Jazz
Hall of Fame by th e Assoc iation of Iowa Jazz
Educators. He is credited with startin g the
first high school jazz bands at Woodward and
Belle Plaine high schools.

'54Pat Mullaney Harper, BA, MA '6 1,

,6

was elected to the Iowa Senate
following a special election. Her district
cove rs portions of Waterloo and Cedar Falls.

City, has 20 years of teaching
experi ence at the secondary and adu lt
educati on levels. Most recently he has
worked in th e financial services and cred it
counseling professions. His first book.Solving
your Financial Puzzle, was newly released th is
year. He is now offerin g workshops and
classes to th e general public.

, 5 5orrine White Chute , 2-yr, has
recently retired from the Cedar
Rapids school system after 34 years of service.
She most recently worked as a counselor at
Johnson school.

2John M. Orth, BA, MA '66, of Iowa

, 6 3Darrel Hoff, MA, Luther College
, 5 6Marian Shindoll Cias, 2-yr, recently
retired after 23 years as an
elementary teacher in the Union School
District, Camino, CA. In 1996 she received the
El Dorado County Outstanding Teacher
award .

, 5 7 ruchard G. Chute, BA, retired from
th e Cedar Rapids school system after
serving for 39 years as an advanced
placemen t English teacher and serving as a
consu ltant with the co llege board.
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, 6 5Les Douma, BA, is th e new
superintendent for the MauriceOrange City-Floyd Valley School Distri ct. He
previously served as superintendent at Rock
' Valley.
Kent Stephenson, BA, former assistant
footba ll coach at Wayne State College in
Wayne, NE, was inducted into the Wildcat
Ath leti c Hall of Fame.
James V. Stover, BA, has been named vice
president of engineering at Jayco, Inc., a
Midd lebury, IN-based RV manufacturer. Stover,
who will serve on th e company's execu tive
co mmittee, has more th an 20 yea rs of
engineering management experi ence.
Mary Lou Fleming Schultz, BA, MA '68, of
Traer, has been invited by the U.S. State
Department to spend two to three months in
Vi enna.Austria, over th e summer. As a U.S.
delegate to Europe.she wi ll assist in making
election policy and in training election
offi cials for the country of Bosnia.
A. Richard Tinder, BA, was promoted from
assistant to associate professor of computer
science at Simpson College, Indianola.

, 6 1 Bruce Altenhein, BA, left the
teaching fi eld after 35 yea rs of
service as a high school teacher, athletic
director and coach in Conrad. He presently is
employed in Marshalltown.
H.J. Borger, BA, of Springfield, IL, recently
began his second post-retirement caree r as a
fam ily therapist. He works with families who
have teen males add icted to drugs.
David C. Stanard, BA, MA '64, is president of
Digital Communication of Iowa. He and his
wife.Judy, live in Cedar Rapids.

, 5 2 Jim Coffin, BA, MA '64, of Anaheim

Fredrick J. Kelly, BA, is the director of Joyful
Noise Child Care Cen ter in Portland, OR.

professor of physics and science
education, has been named a Fellow of the
British Royal Astronomical Society in
recognition of his nati onal and internati onal
work to promote education in the fi eld of
astronomy. He is a member of th e Scientifi c
Organizing Committee for th e 1997 triennial
meeting of th e Internati onal Astronomical
Union in Kyoto.Japan.

'64Ronald Crooks,BA, MA '69, is
superintendent at Union Community
School District, LaPorte City.

' 6 7Paula Decker Benfer, BA, was one
of th e first group of art educators in
th e nation to be ce rtifi ed by the National
Board for Teaching Standards.As one of th e
43 persons achieving national certifi cati on in
early adolescence through young
adulthood/art.she was recognized by Ohio
Governor George
Boinovich with th e
Governor's Education al
Leadership Award.
Roger L. Ceilley, BA, an
Iowa derm atologist in
private practice, became
president of th e
American Academy of
Dermato logy, the world's
largest organizatio n of
dermatologists. In
Roger Ceilley
add ition to his private
practice, he is an assistant clinical professor in
th e Department of Dermatology at th e
University of Iowa, and is chief of the
dermatology section at Iowa Methodist
Medical Center.
Bill Hutchinson, MA.superintendent of
Estherville schools, received the Bernie
Saggau Award of Merit from the IHSAA. He
has been superintendent of th e schools since
1984.

'7OStan Slessor, BA, MA '76, was
appointed superintendent of
Waverly-Shell Rock schools. He previously was
superintendent at Independence.
Nancy Warren Stover, BA, works for the
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Wanee school system as a fifth grade teacher
at the Nappanee Elementary School,
Nappanee, IN.

, 7 1 Conrad R. Baumler, BA, MBA ' 73,
was reelected by Shive-Hattery, Inc.,
Cedar Rapids, as secretary and treasurer of
the company, during the company's annual
meeting.
Mary S. Dickerson, BA, of Omaha, NE, is
supervisor of elementary education for
Council Bluffs Community Schools.
Marilyn Kress Fiske, BA, was promoted by
Highlights for Children Inc., in Columbus, OH,
to senior vice president of the Magazine
Group. She has been with Highlights since
May of 1983 when she began as a marketing
and administrative analyst.
Pete Wessels, BA, MA '73, an attorney in the
law firm of Wessels, Stojan & Stephens,
practices estate planning and general
business representations. He helped conduct
a seminar on estate planning this year,
sponsored by the Des Moines County Farm
Bureau Insurance Agency.

, 7 2Gary Anderson, BA, president of
the East Moline-based Metrobank,
opened the company's first Iowa branch
earlier this year in Davenport. Since taking
over the presidency four years ago, he has
opened three branches and has another on
the way.

, 7 3Todd Barry, BA, athletic director at
Northwestern College of Orange City,
was inducted into the 1997 Iowa High School
Athletic Association
Coaches Hall of Fame.
Margaret Riley, BA,
joined the Western
Michigan University
Office of International
Affairs staff as director
of study abroad. She
previously worked for
St. _N orbert College in
De Pere,WI, where she
Margaret Riley
served as director of
undergraduate international education
programs.

, 74oan Sullivan, MA, displayed his
collection ''A Decade of Staged
Photography: 1985-1995" at the Witter Gallery
earlier this year. His artwork has been
exhibited in many juried and invitational
shows. Currently he is an assistant professor of
photography in the Department of Art and
Design at Iowa State University.

, 75Mark Maravetz, BA ' 75 , is on the
board of directors of the Vortex
Theatre in Albuquerque, NM, where he
recently directed the theater's 20th

anniversary production The Complete Works
of William Shakespeare (abridged).
Rick Nielsen, BA, has published his first
book, Dain 'Time, a journey through America's
prison system. Nielsen resides in Des Moines.

.
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for Very Special Arts Iowa, an international
program which sends artists with disabilities
into the classroom where they interact with
both disabled and non-disabled students. He
also manages the district food service
warehouse for the Indianola School District.

, 76David Sweet, BA, of Story City, owns
his own business Home Sweet Home
Construction. One of his projects includes
restoring the orchestra pit of the Story Theatre
Grand Opera House.

, 7 7Randall Mccaulley, BA, is
superintendent at Anamosa
Community School.
Joyce Freeman Thomas,BA,MA '86,serves
as commissioner of Connecticut's State
Department of Social Services. She leads the
welfare reform program.Jobs First.
Mark Zipse, BA, has been named market and
product manager,TireHandler Products, for
Iowa Mold Tooling Co., Inc., Clear Lake. He
has 14 years of experience with the company.

, 78Kristine Wilcox Witt, BA, has been
hired as the new K-3 elementary
principal for Estherville Elementary in
Estherville. She currently is the prekindergarten through fifth grade elementary
principal at North Iowa Community School
District in Buffalo Center.

, 79Kevin Swalley, BA, has been
appointed president and chief
operating officer of Grundy National Bank.
He has been employed at the bank since
1984.
Jon Swartslander, BA, presents workshops

'8ODoug 0pheim, BA '80,was the
North Iowa Area Community College
Alumni Association's outstanding alumnus
keynote speaker at its annual luncheon. He is
a partner of McGladrey and Pullen , LLP, and is
currently assigned to the National Office of
Audit and Accounting in Minneapolis.
Greg A. Valley, BA, recently received an
MBA in management from the University of
Oklahoma.

, 8 1 Tamara Wilson Kenworthy, BA,
received her master of business
administration degree form the University of
Cincinnati last fall. She currently works as
marketing director for a regional accounting
and consulting firm , Clark, Schaefer, Hackett &
Co., Cincinnati.
Brent Sandy, BA, an educational clinician for
the Conn division of United Musical
Instruments, is a guest artist and jazz
clinician across Iowa.
John Sorenson, BA, of Des Moines, has been
selected as the new executive vice president
and CEO for the Iowa Bankers Association
board of directors. His new duties include
managing and directing the activities of the
IBA as well as directing the association's
subsidiary companies.

We want YOU!

The Alumni Band is BACK and bigger than ever
Join us Homecom ing weekend for a great time, including
Kazoo brigade in t he Homecoming parade
Gametime Playtime (bring your instrument s)

Let's get together and show the m how it 's don e. We've got T-shirts! If you're
interested in j oining us w ith old friends and new fa ces, ca ll Kim (Zelhart) Carlson
('88) at 319-462-2942 or Conn ie (Cunningham) Hansen ('89) at 319-273-2281.
To sign-up by e-mail, se nd message to KCarlson@monticello.kl 2.IA.US
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State ___Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Instrument
Detach and send to:

T-Shirt Size

M

L

XL

Kim Carlson
200 Park Pla ce
Anamosa, IA 52205
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' 8 2Cathy Campbell, BA, BA '96, of

, 88Dennis Smithe, BA, of West Union,

Tama, is in the final stages of
opening her own radio station. As president
of Camroy Broadcasting she will operate the
KTRX-FM radio station, the first ever to serve
the Tama-Toledo area.

has joined Bremwood as a service
center supervisor. He will be supervisor in
eastern Iowa, with an office at the Bremwood
campus in Waverly.
Nancy J. Devine Umsted, BA, works as the
human resource manager for Hazelwood
Farms Bakery, a subsidiary of Super Yalu.

, 8 3Kimberley D. Battles, BA, earned
her master of education in special
education certification as an educational
diagnostician for the University of Texas,
Brownsville.

, g4wayne F. Frost, BT, MA '92, of
Waterloo, was selected by the Society
of Manufacturing Engineers as one of six
Award of Merit recipients for 1997. He is
supply management specialist for John Deere
Waterloo Works, and is a member of Waterloo
SME Chapter 186.
Robert I. Umsted, BA, is employed as a staff
accountant for Abeles & Hoffman, P.C., in
Olivette, MO. He resides in St Louis with his
wife, Nancy J. Devine Umsted, BA '88, who
works as the human resource manager for
Hazelwood Farms Bakery, a subsidiary of
Super Yalu.
Brent Wiethorn, BA, joined KMCH
Radio/94. 7 FM, Edgewood, as a news
anchor/reporter, and will cover local news
and events from northeast Iowa.

, 861.awrence Hartley, BA, has been
promoted to manager o f Fel-Pro
Specialty Sealing Products, Lake Zurich, IL.
Colette Bohan McLaughlin, BA, is providing
services for Burgess Memorial Hospital's new
audiology services in Onawa. She will be
providing them twice a month in conjunction
with the hospital's ENT specialty clinic.
J. Sue Myatt, BA, was named a partner in the
Moline, IL, law firm of Bozeman, Neighbor,
Patton & Noe.

, 8

7Tom Doermann, BA, will be the new

Tipton city coordinator. Presently he
is the North Liberty city administrator.
Kevin Eichelberger, BA, operates the Jesup
Chiropractic Clinic with his wife, Christy
Schrock Eichelberger, BA '88. The couple
has run the fami ly practice together for three
and a half years, he is a licensed chiropractor
and she is a chiropractic assistant.
Kris Butterfield Hamilton, BA, works as vice
president of Triangle Plastics Technical Center
in Independence. She and her family are
active in many community organizations.
Patricia Callahan Hunziker, BA, of
Independence, is the education and
information specialist for Buchanan County
Soil and Water Conservation District. She is
currently working on her master's degree at
UNI.
Chris McCalley, BS, was promoted to project
manager in the marketing department of
Bandag Inc., Muscatine.
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, 8 9Tom Schroeder, BA, has joined the
staff of First National Bank of Akron
as an ag loan officer. He will be assisting
agricultural customers with their business
and personal banking needs, as well as being
available for other customers' financial needs.

, 90Joel Abrahamson, BA, is an
attorney with Doherty, Rumble &
Butler, P.A. , Minneapolis.
Patrick Faga, BA, is the executive vice
president of Central Iowa Mutual Insurance
Association in Story Iowa. He has been with
the company for three years.
Dennis M. Lowe, BA, is the morning news
anchor on News/Talk 1540 KXEL-AM in
Waterloo.
Scott D. Swisher, BA, of Irving, TX, is
manager, finance and accounting/assistant
controller of FelCor Suite Hotels, Inc.

, 9 1 John Chipman, BA, was recently
sworn in by the Marion Police
Department. After a I O-week training
program, he will begin solo patrol for the
department.
Scott Schneider, BA, is regional purchasing
manager for Tires Plus Groups in Minneapolis.

, 9 2Bridget Hutchison, BA, has been
appointed senior sales executive at
Multi-Systems Inc, Phoenix. She has worked
for the company for over two years as a
competitive sales representative.
Leigh A. Jero, BA, of Iowa City, was hired as
curator of the Johnson County Historical
Society. She is responsible for collections
management, management of Plum Grove
Historic Home, the oral history research
project and the Heritage Museum's twiceyearly changing exhibits.
Ryan Kehoe, BA, was transferred to the
messaging team at Mayo Clinic as a
programmer/analyst.
Barbara L. Miller, BA, was named manager
of field sales support for Marquette
Investment Services, Inc., the investment
brokerage arm of Pohlad/Marquette
BancShares in Minneapolis.

, 9 3stephanie A. Bell, BA, is pursuing a
master's degree in counselor
education. She teaches and coaches 8th
grade at Bettendorf Middle School.
Bradley Block, BA, has accepted a position
as chief naturalist at Custer State Park.South
Dakota. He previously worked for Pocahontas
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Conservation Board, Pocahontas.
Daniel Hageman, BA, joined First Citizens
Trust Company as the investment executive of
the PRIMEVEST Brokerage Service. Prior to
joining First Citizens, he served as an
investment specialist for Firststar Bank.
Amy L. Law, BA, has joined Thomas C. Porter
' & Associates, West Des Moines, as a
proofreader. Prior to joining TCP&A, she
worked as publishing director for Team
Leader Corporate Communications.
Holly R. Mahan Vos, BA, is a financial
analyst with AmerUs Mortgage in West Des
Moines. Previously she was an audit senior at
Deloitte & Touche LLP.
Susan Loftus-Munnik, BM, general manager
of the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony
Orchestra and a noted flutist, presented a
flute masterclass at Wartburg College.

, 94Heidi Popelka, BA, is employed as
the internal telecommunications
coordinator for MCI in Cedar Rapids.
H. John Roberts, MA, began work in the
Burlington Catholic School System this spring.
He will be serving as the Notre Dame High
School principal next fall.
Chantelle Jennings Schneider, BA, is a
buyer for the Dayton/Hudson Corporation.
Stephen T. Wieskamp, BA, of Muscatine, has
been hired by Muscatine Physical Therapy
Services. He will join the staff as a physical
therapist, primarily doing orthopedic
rehabilitation.

, 9 5Peggy Buchheit, BA, a public
relations associate for Morgan &
Myers, transferred to the Thoms Group from
Morgan & Myers/The Baskin Group, in
Milwaukee.
Eddie Calderon, BA, was hired as an
envelope operator at the Plant II facility of
Bandag Inc., Muscatine.
Alphonso Capers, BA, recently completed
the Marine Corps Legal Services Course at
Camp Lejeune, NC. The course prepares
students in facets of legal administration for
duties as legal assistants to the Judge
Advocate Corps.
Adrian Dickey, BT, was selected to be one of
two volunteer fireman from the state of Iowa
to take part in the National Fire Academy in
Emmitsburg, MD. He is one o f 30 members of
the Packwood department, and is in the
family-owned Dickey Transport business.
Keith Koehlmoos, BM, band director for
South O'Brien High School, was among the
school's alumni who performed during the
annual Spring Musicale Recital. A native of
Paullina, he returned to the school district
after his original band director moved on.
Timothy Schroeder, BS.has accepted a
position atVeri-Tas DGC Inc in Houston,TX,as
a geophysist.

UNI

, 96Lynn Ambrosy, BA, is employed as
a financ ial analyst with th e John
Deere Company in Moline, IL.
Christian Eide , BA, o f Redfield, has been
accepted into the American Institute in
Phoenix.
Me lissa Ernst, BA, is employed with All ied
Group Insurance, Des Moines.
Jeff Schmidt, BA, was recently promoted to
the position of concession manager at Texas
Stadium , Irving .TX. He began working for th e
Dallas Cowboys during an internship in 1995.
Colette J. Staudt-Peterson, MBA, is plant
accoun tant for Grain Millers (Iowa) Inc. , St
Ansgar. Prior to th at she worked as a CPA at
Deloitte & Touche in Des Moines.
Jennifer Robinson Schaefer, BA, o f Clear
Lake, became a CPA this spring.
Heather Sellers, BA, has been named group
ticket sales and promotions coord inator for
the Iowa Barnstormers, Des Moines.
Wade Stahr, BA, has begun teaching
industrial arts at th e Terril School ,Terril.

Kimberly Kuzdas & Keith
SK.Iapprott, BA '84. Sara Gallagher
& David Beck, BT '86. Cindy Meyers & Peter
J. Hendrickson, BA '86. Liisa Meyers, BA '87
& Aaron Farmer. Vicky Appleby, BA '88 &
Robert Kukral. Kris Josly n & Terry Rex, BA
'88. Darla Eggers, BA '89 & James Hasken.
Jennifer Harj es & Gary Gibson, BA '89.

'80

Leslie Grannis, BA '90 & Chris
S Hosfeld .Tamara Kemp, BA '9 I &
Paul Mitchell. Laura Smith, BA '91 & Ryan
Moody, BA '95. Christina Heintz & Paul
deNeui, BA '9 1. Debra Welsh, BA '92 & Bill
Easter. Sacha Schroeder, BA '92 & Michael
Magne r, BS '92. Sharon Gibbs, BA '92 &
Lynn Eh linger. Jill Beebout, BA '92 & Sean
Skeehan. Julie Peterson, BA '92 & David
Burns, BA '92. Lori Madison, BA '93 & Brock
Renner. Cathleen Courtney, BA '93 & Tony
Lundquist. Kristin Dee & Andy Cernin, BA
'93. Lois Groth , BA '83, MA '93 & Daniel
Downing. Susan Talmadge, BA '93 & James
Harbaugh. Sherry Meehan, BA '94 & Bryce
Amos, BA '96. Karen Long, BA '94 & Brian
Kepler, BA '92. Tami Leonard, BA '94 &
Patrick McCoy. Melanie Begalske, BA '94 &
Todd Tegeler. Julie Leibold, BA '94 & Mike
Schmidt. Jennifer Stille, MA '95 & Kristi an
Kincaid . Brooke McGee, BA '95 & Steven
Scha fer. Robyn Frederes, BA '95 & Chad
Sowers. Julianne Friestad, BA '95 & Michael
Manock. Dawn Leibold, BA '95 & Tony
Malloy.Ann Gordon & Chuck Wenthold, BA
'95. Carmen Henriksen, BA '95 & Ryan
Nelson. Karla Garbes & Robert Hoppes, BA
'95. Jolene & Chad Schaa, BA '95. Carrie
Jaspers, BA '96 & Gregory Eiklenborg, BA

Leona Bunger Kreis,2-yr '29,Tripoli , died
March 29, 1997. Fred McLaughlin, BA '29,
Fron t Royal ,VA,died Sept.24 , 1995. Ruth
Meyer Meyer, BA '29,West Covina, CA, died
Feb. 23, 1997. Lucille Roberts , 1-y r '29,

'96. Karen Reinhold, BA '96 & Greg McGee.
Penny Koutny, BA '95 & Brian Coller, BA
'96. Jennifer Robinson , BA '96 & Ray
Schaefer.Stephanie Holcomb, BA '96 &
Matth ew Bramer. Michelle Adams & Peter
Reed, BA '96. Julie Gramling, BA '97 & Scott
Gossett, BA '96.

Waterloo, died Feb. 28, 1997.
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Greg & Kealy Connor Lonning,
S BA '83, La Crosse,WI, twins; son
Gable, daughter, Gara, born Jan. 6, 1997. Kevin,
BT '86 & Ellen Barth Habel, BA '90, Cedar
Rapids,son,Samuel, born May 13, 1997. Eric,
BA '89 & Patti Kutsch Upmeyer, BA '89,

, 80

2-yr '33,Sun City Center, FL, died May 3, 1997.
Dorothy Durant Haugen, I-yr '33 , Osage,
died March 31, 1997. R.Eck Hutchison, BA
'33,Waterloo, died May I , 1997. Artheda
Varce Hunter, 2-yr '36, Shell Rock, died May
15, 1997. Raymond Beck, BA '38, Lake City,
died March 29, 1997. Marian Gardner
Draper, 2-yr '26, BA '38, Independence, died
May 6, 1997. Berniece Belz, 2-yr '25, BA '39,
Spencer. died March 17, 1997. Laura Closson
Rust, 2-yr '36, BA '39,St Petersbu rg, FL, died
Sept. 25, 1997. Edwin Trefzger, BA '39, Sun
River, OR, died March 3, I 997. Virginia
Shannon West, BA '39, Coralvi lle, died March
8, 1997.

Vinton ,son , Matthew, born January, 1997.

'90

Alta Maust Ped ersen , 2-y r '30,

S Aita, died April 20, 1997. Ly las
Cheney, 2-yr '30, Knoxville, died March 25,
1997. Ruby Calvert, BA '32, Cedar Falls, died
May 24, 1997. Winifred Robson Guttersen,

BIRTHS

Randy, BM '89, MM '93 & Debbie
S&hlapia Hoepker, BA '90, West

Des Moines,son,Nathan iel, born Feb. I , 1997.

DEATHS

MARRIAGES

, 90
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Mae Short Rainbow,2-yr '22,
S Anoka, MN,died May 10, 1997.
Marjorie Rogers Sauer, BA '29, Brookings,
SD, died Oct.25, 1996. Cathryn Buck,2-yr
, 20

'40

Arnold Bode,BA '40, Ft.Dodge,

S died March 20, 1997. Philis
Phillips Williams, 2-yr '40, Warrensburg, MO,
April 13, 1997. Virgina Nauman Dougherty,
BA '43,Marion , died March 30, 1997.Marise
Conrad, BA '43, Cedar Falls, died March 18,
1997. Mary Dorsey Zanon, BA '43 , Denver,
CO, died March 11 , 1997. Mary McMurray
Christensen, BA '47,Springfield , MO, died
April 30, 1997. Eileen Henderson Babcock,

'23; BA '26, Independence, died April 17, 1997.

Zada Fisher Root, 2-yr '25, BA '27, Belle
Plaine, died Apri l 9, 1997. Eva Schluter, 2-yr
'2 7,Belmond , died March 22 , 1997. Nelda
Lehnus Simonson ,Aurelia,died March 18,
1997. Norma Nelson Williams,2-yr '27, Iowa
Falls, died March 13, 1997. Mildred Wright,
BA '27, Kansas City,MO, died March 3 1, 1997.

2-yr '48, Whittier, CA, died March 16, 1997.

Veda Shold Bakke, 2-yr '28, Roland , died

,

March 29, 1997. Anna Miller Magdefrau, 2-yr
'28, Belle Plaine, died April 14, 1997. Elsie
Bauman Bryant, 2-yr '29, Iowa City, died
April 10, 1997.Margaret Busby Carlson,2-yr
'24 , BA '29, Ft. Dodge, died April 19, 1997.

50

Ruth Bentley Sieb en s, BA '50,

S Rolla, MO, died May 10, 1997.
Margaret Charlson, BA '53 , Minneapolis, MN,
died March 29, 1997. Jennylee Hanson
Dryg,2-yr '53, Des Moines. died March 28,

Rese rve

you r copy of The Purple Pantry Cookbook, today, for
only $15. Features favorite and award-wi nning recipes
of UNI alumni and fri ends, and theartwork of Gary Kelley '68, internationally
acclaimed illustrator. Cookbooks availablefor genera l sa le in October.
However, cookbooks reserved and paid for before August 22 will be mailed in
mid September. Alumni Association members may take $3 off the regular
cookbook price.
The Purple Pantry Cookbook Reservation Form
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State,Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - -~:-:---::-::::::;--;--copies ofThe Purple Pantry Cookbook for me at $15.00 + $3.50 S&H S_ _
_
Please reserve:
Iowa Residents add 5% sales tax (Black Hawk County residents add 6%) $_ _
Total enclosed $_ _
Methodsof Payment

.

. .

.
D Check (Please make checks payable to the University of Northern Iowa Alumni Assooat,on.)
D Credit Card Please charge my:_ The University of Northern Iowa Alumni Association MBNA America
MasterCard _ Other MasterCard _ Discover _ Visa
Card #1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ exp.date _ _
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Are you a member of the UNI Alumni
Association? YES NO
Return fonn and payment to: The Univffiity of
Nonhem Iowa Alumni Association,Ann:Cookbook
Ofli,r,204Commons,Cedarfalls,IA 50614-0284. Or
call 319-273-ALUM or 888-UNI-ALUM to order yooi,
today.
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1996. Iris Vanlandingham, BA '54, Lamoni,
died May 7, 1997. Russ Pieper, MA '55, West
Union, died Apri l 19, 1997.
Wendell Johnson, BA '50, MA '56, Lake City,
died April 8, 1997. DeWayne Nymann, BA
'57, Hixson,TN,died March 1, 1997.

' 6 O sJon Fowler, BA '63,Tipton, died
April 19, 1997. Kempton
Johnson, BA '64, Winthrop, died April 27,
1997.Stan Petermeier. BA '66, Las Cruces,
NM. died April 5, 1997. Wanda Warren
Banks, BA '68, Bettendorf, died April 11 , 1997.
Helen Rath 0tterberg, BA '69, Omaha, NE,
d ied Jan. 1, 1996.

, 7o

Charlene Buser Fulton, BA ' 71,
S cherokee, died April 18, 1997.
Constantine Myrsiades, BA '64 , MA '73,
Savannah,GA,died April 30, 1997.
' 8 O sAlvin Lynes. BA '80, Denver,CO,
died Nov.5, 1996. Marcia Dynes
Watson, BA '80, Half Moon Bay, CA, died July
6, 1995. Steven Stachovic, BA '83, Carrollton,
TX, died May 14, 1997. Kelly Downing
Schakel. BA '85, Pella, died'March 9, 1997.
Terry White Mccusker, BA '88,Aurora, IL,
died April 4, 1997.

Dora Hood Schindler (B.A. '24)
dies-Influential teacher created
UNI scholarships
Dora Hood Schindler (B.A. '24), a longtime school teacher and friend of the
University of Northern Iowa, died March 21,
1997, after a brief illness.
Born the fifth of seven children near
Audubon, lowa,Schindler graduated from
Iowa State Teachers College in 1924 , certified
to teach music. She then taught in Rippey,
Harlan and Eldon, Iowa. She met Alvin
Schindler while an ISTC student; they were
married in 1929 and lived in Iowa City,
Colorado and College Park, Mary land, where
she taught for 10 years. Alviri Schindler died
in 1987.
The Schindler family had a strong affi nity
for UNI and its long-standing commitment
toward teaching and the preparation of
teachers. Her generous gift to the University of
Northern Iowa Foundation in 1989 created
the Alvin W Schindler scholarsh ip. In honor of
her subsequent gifts, UNl's College of
Education building was rededicated and
renamed the Schindler Education Center, in
recognition of the educational values for
which the Schindler family stands. A practice
room in the new UNI Perform ing Arts Center
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(soon to be under construction) will also
bear her name.
She is survived by a son, Dr. Frederick
Schindler, and one granddaughter.

Everett Alderman, long-time friend
of UNI, dies
Everett Alderman, whose gift to UNI has
benefitted a generation of students, d ied May
6. He was 94 .Alderman never attended UNI
but comes from a family with strong ties to
the campus. His father was an 1899 graduate,
who later became superintendent of schools
in Linn County. His mother, brother and sister
also attended.Alderman graduated from the
Chicago Academy of Fine Arts and worked as
a commercial artist. He returned to the
University of Pittsburgh, where he earned his
A.B, M.A. and Ed.D degrees. In his long career,
Alderman worked for the Pittsburgh public
school system , as an advisor for the Veterans
Administration and on the faculty at Penn
State University.
In 1975 his gift of over $150,000 created
the Everett Alderman Uni trust, at that time
one of the largest funds ever created at UNI.
To this day the gift funds undergraduate
scholarships and faculty fellowships.

NEW ADVOCACY PROGRAM BEING DEVELOPED AT

A

new volunteer program at the University of
Northern Iowa will enable alumni, parents and

Alumni/Development

UN I

Legislative

Serve as a community resource for UNI students

Contact Iowa legislators to advocate legislation and

relocating after graduation

funding favorable to UNI

Assume leadership role for UNI (i.e.alumni charter

Educate local, state and federal governmental entities

network to assist the University with avariety of initiatives

clubs, class reunion committees, Parents Association,

on UNl's strengths and funding needs

and enhance communication with several UNI

alumni board, intercollegiate athletics board, advisory

friends to help shape the University's future.The

UNI Office of Alumni Relations is creating anationwide

constituencies.
This "network of goodwill" will serve as avehicle for

groups)
Serve as an official UNI representative on an as-needed

Public Relations
Monitor UNI and higher education news in your local

increasing statewide and nationwide awareness of the

basis (i.e. athletics, community events)

media ( encourage UNI news and sports coverage,

University of Northern Iowa, while allowing participants

Assist with fundraising initiatives (i.e. help identify

writing letters to the editor)

the opportunity to share their time, talents and interests

potential donors)

Help coordinate UNI performing groups, students/staff
to your community/school as part of community

on behalf of the University.
Current network initiatives and examples of tasks
include:

Admissions

Career Services
Assist students/alumni in locating jobs, geographic

Spread the word about UNI! (encourage your local

and/or by career field

service organizations, other appropriate groups to

Serve as acontact for career exploration

schedule UNI speakers, and promote the University

Help identify and recruit prospective students by

Inform the Placement and Career Services Office of

whenever possible)

completing and returning the attached postcard

available internships, summer jobs and full- and part-

Congratulate admitted students by phone or mail

time employment at your company/organization

Work has begun to establish adatabase of information

Serve as a UNI resource or local contact person for

Encourage your company/organization to recruit at

prospective students and/or parents

UNI, develop internship or cooperative education

project. UNI alumni, parents and friends should fill out and

Represent the University at college fairs (primarily

programs, or participate in career workshops and

return the attached pre-paid postcard to indicate areas of

outside Iowa)

programs

interest. If you'd like more information, call the Alumni

Allow a UNI student to spend aday observing at your

Relations Office at 1-800-782-9522.

office (Shadow Day program)
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visitation outreach efforts

from individuals interested in participating in the ongoing

Governance & Constituent Boards
Iowa Board of Regents
Owen]. Newlin, president, Des Moines
Lisa E. Ahrens, Ames
James H. Arenson, Center Point
David J. Fisher, Des Moines
Clarkson L. Kelly,Jr., Charles City
Ellengray G. Kennedy, Bancroft
Roger Lande, Muscatine
Nancy C. Pellett, Atlantic
BeverlyA. Smith, Waterloo

University of Northern Iowa
Foundation Board of Trustees
1996-97
Stan Askren, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Robert Beach, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Joy Corning, Cedar Falls, Iowa
James Damron, Glendale, California
Adele Whitenack Davis, Singer Island, Florida
and Cedar Falls, Iowa
Jan1es (Mike) Earley, Chair of the Board, Des
Moines, Iowa
Rex Eno, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Edward]. Gallagher,Jr., Waterloo, Iowa
Senator Charles Grassley, Washington, D.C.
William Hager, Boca Raton, Florida
Jorgen Heidemann, Wilton, Connecticut
Camille Hogan, Waterloo, Iowa
H. Lynn Horak, Des Moines, Iowa
R. Gordon Hoxie, New York, New York
Dr. Robert D. Koob, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Wendell Lockard, Waterloo, Iowa
J. Michael (Mike) McBride, New Berlin,
Wisconsin
David Oman, Des Moines, Iowa
Francis Pardoe, Ottum:Va, Iowa
Joan Poe, Vice Chair of the Board, Waterloo,
Iowa
LeRoy Redfern, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Paul Rhines, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

GayleJohns Rose, Memphis, Tennessee
Jan1es Slife, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Beverly A. Smith, Waterloo, Iowa
Peter Voorhees, Cedar Falls, Iowa
James Whisenand, Miami, Florida

Dean Ryerson '70, '72, Past President,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
Vapordeal Sanders '76, '77, Plynioutl1,
Minnesota
Mary Ann Schlicher, '71, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Linda Staff Smith '67, Past President, Cedar
Falls, Iowa
George Stigler '72, Waterloo, Iowa
Lee Thomson '56, '59, LaPorte City, Iowa
Paul Whitmore '56, Des Moines, Iowa
Evelyn Black Yeaton '41, Oak Park, Illinois

E.x-0./ficio Members:
Willian1 D. Calhoun, Vice President/Secretary,
Assistant Vice President for University
Advancement, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Dr.]. Joe Mitchell, President of the Board, Vice
President for University Advancement,
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
Iowa
Gary Shontz, Treasurer of the Board,
Controller, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa

E.x-0./ficio Members:
Susan Chilcott, Director of Public Relations,
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
Iowa
Bradley Halverson '95, Asst. Director, Alumni
Relations, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Noreen Hennansen '71, Director of Alumni
Relations, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Dr. J. Joe Mitchell, Vice President for University
Advancement, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Gary Shontz '74, '81, Controller, University of
Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Sarah Wendt, Student Alumni Ambassadors,
Vice President for Alumni Relations,
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
Iowa

The University of Northern Iowa
Alumni Association Board of
Directors 1996-97
Michael Armbrecht '90, President,
Schaumburg, Illinois
Carl Boyd '87, Chicago, Illinois
Glenn Boysen '33, Des Moines, Iowa
Traci Vander Schei Buck '91, Altoona, Iowa
Joy Cole Coming '54, Cedar Falls, Iowa
JoAnn Oink.la Douglas '71, Adair, Iowa
Shar Shaulis Ellis '80, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Sandra Ford Golz '67, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Donna Wheeler Hannan '47, Waterloo, Iowa
Caroline Lu Keiser '85, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Gregory Lundgren '73, Davenport, Iowa
Lilliam Zietlow Nichols '67, Vice President,
Bridgewater, Iowa
Charles Papousek '54, Lake Forest, Illinois
Richard Price '67, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Marilyn Murphy Quinn '67, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Reid Richards '71, Bloomington, Illinois
Beverly Wynn Riess '78, President Elect, Des
Moines, Iowa

Perspective, continued

UNIPA Board of Directors
1996-97
Sheryl '67 and David '65 Bewyer, Cedar Falls,
Iowa
Janice and James Brock, Dubuque, Iowa
Jeannine and Frank Cobb, Wichita, Kansas
Rita and Rich Congdon, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Mari-Kay and Rick Corbett, Oskaloosa, Iowa
Sandra '67 and Jerry "67 Eyler, Appleton,
Wisconsin

·

Joan and John Gentzkow, Davenport, Iowa
Karen and Robert Hartman, Sioux City, Iowa
Nancy and Ken Hunt, Center Point, Iowa
Nancy Klenske, Burlington, Iowa
Andrea and Roy '72 Liljegren, LeClaire, Iowa
Jean and Timothy Lindgren, Waterloo, Iowa
JoLynne and Bob Meskimen, Clive, Iowa
Pam and Ted Millen, Aines, Iowa
Connie and Walter Miller, Reinbeck, Iowa
Marty and Robe,t Phipps, Presidents, Fairfield,
Iowa
Christine and Jerry Reicks,Jr., Sioux City, Iowa
Rebecca and Ronald Rice, Ames, Iowa
Peggy and Stephen Watson, Ottumwa, Iowa

Charter Club Presidents 1996-97
Cedar Valley, Linda Staff Smith '67
Cedar Rapids/Iowa City, Gary Sundberg
'78
Dallas/Ft. Worth, Maryellen '88 & Wes
Durow '88,
Des Moines, Rick Fleener '83
Dubuque, Ed Derr '89
Kansas City, Chad Harberts '90
Lincoln/Omaha/Council Bluffs, Mark
Morisky '75
Mason City, Karen Dole '73
Northeast Wisconsin, Tom Schoffelman
'88
Phoenix, Deena Sigel '86
Rochester, tba
Rocky Mountain, Mary Maiers '90, Craig
Christensen '90
Seattle, Bill Donnelly '82
Sioux City, Doug Strohbeen '71
Southwest Florida, TBA
Twin Cities, Eric Gruenwald '88

,i'
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about unheralded Southerners of the
antebellum years w ho until now have
defied close characterization. Thomas
Connors is a versatile scholar who
combines expe1tise on America and
Ireland and is training future high
school histo1y/ social studies teachers.
Latin Americanist Christine Ehrick is
writing a pioneering study of women
and politics in Uruguay.
Of European and Asian specialists,
Charlotte Wells has written an
important book titled Law and
Citizenship in Early Modem France,

which asserts that concepts basic to
modern American citizenship first
appeared in Renaissance France and
were not invented in 1688 or 1776 or
1789. Grego1y Bruess's new book is
an ethnocultural student of Greek
01thodoxy in the volatile years of the

reign of Catherine the Great of Russia.
Konrad Sadkowski researches Polish
nationalism in the 19th and 20th
centuries, including the influential role
of the Catholic Church on the fall of
communism. India scholar Louis
Fenech also studies religious traditions
and writes powerfully on the Sikhs
and martyrdom. Reinier Hesselink is a
leading scholar of early modern
Japan. Robert Dise, our expert on
classical antiquity, has uncovered the
organization of Roman provincial
bureaucracy. And David McKibben
has turned his research interest in
German histo1y into multimedia
studies of Ludwig van Beethoven. His
museum exhibit in conjunction with a
historical recreation of Beethoven's
1808 conceit by the Waterloo-Cedar
Falls Symphony Orchestra was

immensely popular.
Ours is an unusually vigorous
histo1y department with astounding
range. I look forward to a long and
fruitful association, learning from my
colleagues. More than at any previous
time, UNI can say today that it offers
an impressive variety of perspectives
on the study of human nature. As
educators we must never become
complacent. Jefferson wrote often
about the value of intellectual
experiment and the futility of trying to
coerce people into a singular way of
thinking: "Reason and persuasion are
the only practicable instruments," he
declared. "To make way for these,
free inquiry must be indulged." In a
Jeffersonian environment, intellectual
freedom remains the foundation of
happiness.
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On Thomas Jefferson, American celebrity and UNI's
eminent historians
by Andrew Burstein
Editor's note: Andrew Burstein 's
1995 book, The Inner Jefferson:
Portrait of a Grieving Optimist spent
over a year as a Book-of-the-Month
Club selection. Burstein was a
consultant and commented on
camera in Ken Burns' recent PBS
documentary on Thomas Jefferson. He
was invited to the White House for a
special screening of the film and spoke
at length with President and Mrs.
Clinton about Jefferson 's America and
education policy generally. Burstein is
currently writing a book on patriotism
and the American Revolution called
Sentimental Democracy: The Evolution
of America's Romantic Self-Image, due
to be published in 1998. Northern
Iowa Today asked Professor Burstein
to explain his interest in Jefferson, and
how a New Yorker came to teach at
UNI.

I

came to the study of Thomas
Jefferson in a rather roundabout
way. I had earlier translated my
degree in Chinese politics into a
consulting business, and through the
1980s took U.S. entrepreneurs to
remote corners of inner Asia to open
new markets. It was not unusual to be
stranded for several days at rural
airfields waiting for a fog to lift or a
Soviet-built prop plane to hobble in.
To relieve my boredom and restore
my spirit in the secretive landscapes of
Mao's China, I read Jefferson's writings
during these long interludes. His
optimism about a self-governing
people's prospects for happiness lured
me back to an American focus after a
career in international trade and
exchange. In the wake of the
Tiananmen massacre of 1989, I left
China for good and returned to
graduate school as an early American
specialist.
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Jefferson is a celebrity, even today.
But I was not interested in writing just
another biography of a face on Mount
Rushmore. The shy Virginian has been
over-idolized for what he wrote (the
Declaration of Independence was not
considered terribly original in 1776)
and over-criticized recently for failing
to live up to the dictates of political
correctness. Studying Jefferson
allowed me to recreate the anxious
world he knew, a world where letter
writing stained emotional connections.
After reading seven decades of his
private correspondence and relating
his epistolary style to that of other
18th century Americans and British, I
found how Jefferson was influenced
by the authors he read and I
uncovered the sentiment which lay
behind his public eloquence.
The Inner Jefferson is about the
torments of a family man who lost
loved ones, about a canny politician
who hated his enemies as fiercely as
he pursued human rights for the
majority of ordina1y citizens. It is a
book that neither praises nor

scandalizes, but attempts to get under
Jefferson's skin, to understand the
personality of a controversial
statesman who celebrates the potential
of democracy to do good. Though
Jefferson's private motives have been
obscured by the passage of time, they
are essential to explore if modern
Americans are to become better
acquainted with the founder who
wielded a passionate pen.
One of the responsibilities
historians embrace is to separate fact
from mythology. We in the histo1y
department at UNI urge our students
never to be satisfied with simple
formulas when they assess the
meaning of the past. I have now
concluded my first year as a member
of the histo1y faculty and am proud to
be associated with many talented
colleagues. They are not only giving
teachers but are producing
groundbreaking scholarship as well.
The addition of 14 well-rounded
teacher-scholars to this department in
the 1990s is unusual for any growing
American university and advances the
department's already well-rounded
reputation.
We have a number of American
histo1y specialists: John Baske1ville, a
Waterloo native, not only writes
dramatically on African-American
music but is president of the AfricanAmerican Historical and Cultural
Museum of Black Hawk County.
Nancy Isenberg is author of the
forthcoming Co-Equality of the Sexes.
Her work announces a new way for
Americans to understand the political,
legal and religious implications of the
histo1y of gender relations. Joanne
Abel Goldman's underground classic,
Building New York 's Sewers is just out;
she has more in the pipeline. Wallace
Hettie teaches popular courses on
Iowa and the Civil War and writes
continued on page 35

Making a Difference

Jack and Virginia Brown
Milan, Illinois

Jack:

Retired school teacher and activities director at Moline High
School. Helps the elderly prepare income tax returns.

Virginia:

Active at state and district level of Illinois PTA. Enjoys
needlepoint and travel.

Their daughter:

Karen, UNI Class of '95. Attended UNI as Presidential Scholar.
Currently a doctoral student in mathematics at Notre Dame.

Favorite ticket:

Panther season football tickets.

Most prestigious
Society membership: The Presidents Club, University of Northern Iowa Foundation.
Support for UNI:

Why they make
a difference:
The University of Northern
Iowa Foundation
205 Commons
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
1-800-782-9522

Because their daughter attended UNI on a full-ride academic
scholarship, Jack and Virginia wanted to repay UNI by creating
a scholarship fund for other UNI students.

"We were prepared to pay to send our daughter to college.
When visiting the UNI campus we were very impressed by the
faculty and staff. And since Karen attended UNI free through a
Presidential Scholarship, we knew we could help someone else
pay for their education:'
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